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CHAPTER

I

IRTRODUCIIOn

Pupil transportation is coning to be considered an

indispensable service in the West Virginia school systems.
In the year 1941-42 more than 132,885 pupils were transported to and from West Virginia schools daily. 1 This

was an increase of 77,886 over the number transported in

1932-33,2

or an increase of about 8,660 annually.

The average daily attendance in the public elementary and secondary schools of West Virginia for the year
1941-42 was 395,06?^ which shows that 33 .£3 per cent of
all the pupils attending the public school were transport-

ed at public expense. The sum of 52,142,943.40 was spent
for transportation, or 7*38 per cent of the total budget
of 529,000.000.004

When the County Unit Bill became a law it consoli

dated the authority of 398 local boards of education into
1 Kathleen Kerwood, ’’Division of School Statistics,”
35th Biennial report of the State runerinterdert of I’ree
Schools of West Virginia. Charleston,
Va»; State Depart
ment of Education, 1942. p. 3^3 •
__ "
“
’’Educational
2 West Virginia Legislative
Handbook
Section”, Charleston, V7. Ve., 1933,
7“I. . P- 4b9 - 471.

3 Ibid- P* 313-

4 Letter- from I- Bay Power, Assistant State Super
intende t of Schools. See Appendix.

2
fifty-five county boards.

The aim of consolidation, ns one

plan of equalizing the educational opportunity for rural end
urban pupils, was now possible.

In many instances the local

opposition was overridden and the program of centralization
went forward.

This accounts for the rapid increase in the

number of pupils being transported.

The demand for better

elementary schools, with the ideal to provide free, fulltime public high school advantages for every child in

est

Virginia, caused new bus routes to be established and old

routes to be extended into the more remote areas from the
schools.

The task of transporting 132,ff?5 pupils to and from
school daily is a tremendous one.

The physical factors of

providing buses, drivers, schedules, end other essentials

occupy the attention of the school authorities to such an
extent that often no programs are provided for taking care

of pupils who arrive before school time; or for those who
must remain after school hours to await transportation to

their homes.

Vhy this is so is apparent when the situation

is explained.

'•'hat has been described as consolidation in

rest Virginia schools has been in reality a program of ex
pansion in which pupils from rural districts are transport
ed to existing traditional districts and town schools, lo-

cated in the towns a d more populous centers.

iany of

these schools still folio?; the established programs they

3
had provided for the pupils who lived in their boundaries

before the attendance areas were extended.

1 he school day

which was planned for this traditional district school progran in many instances has not teen changed.

She time for

the school building to be open and for the arrival of the

teachers is usually set at 8:00 or 8:30 o’clock.

"he pu-

pils of the traditional districts either lived In tor.rr 'or
boarded near the school.

All were close enough to get to

school at a convenient time.

The County Unit Law increased the size of the ad

ministrative units and the district and independent units
-were eliminated.

schools.

The county organization took over the

Bus routes were established into the rural areas

and the rural pupils were transported to these traditional

schools.

By this means many pupils were afforded an oppor-

tunity for the first time to attend secondary schools.

Fn-

rollinents increased rapidly and buildings became crowded.

Administrators were so busy with the problem of providing
housing facilities, teachers

and a class program that they

neglected to work out a satisfactory program for the in
creased length of the day for these pupils who arrived early

or stayed late in order to meet their transportation schedules.

It was necessary for most of the buses to make two

trips transporting pupils to school aid two trips transporting them from school.

"ar.y pupils were brought to school

-

at 7;3O or 8:00 o’clock when classes began at 9iC0.

.his

was a new situation and not provided for in the traditional
school program.

I. STATEMENT LF TliE PROBLEM
The task sot for this investigation can better he

stated as two phases of the whole transportation problem,

namely:
1.

Io discover what is being done for the transport

ed pupil who

e.u

t wait at school before cla ses begin ar_d

who must wait after classes are over for the bus to t ake
him hc®ie, and to develop a program to care for his reeds dur

ing these periods of enforced waiting;
<1 •

Io consider the problems arising while the pupils

are in the care of the bus driver , and to suggest ways by
which unsatisfactory conditions nay be improved through an

improved relationship of pupils and bus drivers.
The p?*actlces observed and experienced in various

schools left much to be desired.

The new—comers to the

school were not adequately provided for.

ized at first.

'ihis was not real

Eg ever, when the pupils came in ever in-

creasing numbers their presence demanded recognition.

-hey

arrived when the Lus arrived and must wait until the classes
opened.

duration.

In many cases this wait was of at least an hour’s

Thus, a very vital problem was thrust upon the

principal and he must cope with it.
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II.

PURPOSE OF Slip. S/iWY

The selection of this problem grows out of a recog

nition of the need of a carefully worked out program to
provide worth while activities for the Increased length of
the school day resulting from the above mentioned trans

portation problem.

The need for such a program was partic-

ularly impressed on the • rlter, becauso for five years it
was his duty in turn with other teachers to care for some

two hundred pupils arriving at school an hour or more be

fore time for classes to begin.

There was no definite

program provided for these children.

The general policy

was to open the auditorium for all pupils who wished to

come into the building, presumably for study.

Those who

did not v/ish to cone into the room provided for them were
not permitted to enter the building.

She general policy

was to say, "Come in and stay in, or get out and stay out. n
Loitering in the halls was not permitted.

Particu

lar attention is called to the fact that pupils were not
required to come into the building; they were permitted to

go where they pleased.

i£any serious disciplinary problems

had their origin in this situation.

The situation is no

better for th© pupils who gu t wait for their buses after
I

school•

She purpose of the present study ray be briefly

stated as follows:
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1.

o determine the present practices in the pupil

transportation programs of
2.

cst Virginia,

To devise a program for the early arrivals erd

for those who must stay late, in terms of their reeds,

To suggest ways to improve the situation on the

•?

bus through the Increased skill and efficiency of the bus

drivers,
4.

To try to focus attention on the problem, both

through the process of collecting the data and through the
findings of the study and to stimulate further research on

this problem,.
he manner in which this problem is dealt with in
the field of practices established will effect the whole
future of pupil transportation policies for good or ill.

The periods of waiting rust be made an asset and not be per
mitted to become a liability.

III. ECOPE AHD LETHOD

The s'udy is concerned with the elementary and sec
ondary schools of ”’est Virginia end the pupils who are
transported to them.

The transportation of both groups Is

considered ,:n this study because the same buses usually are
transporting pupils of both groups at the same time.
The program suggested must not involve much additioml expense.

It will be re essary, it seems, to get along

7
on about the same budget or on a proportionate amount of
that now being spent.

This neons that there can be no great

increase in the number of teachers employed or large addi

tions in facilities and equipment provided.

It is neces

sary to recognize the physical limitations and set about
the task of making the most of the human possibilities.
5he matter of costs, equipment, and added facilities is not

considered in this investigation.
IV. SOUI.CES OF LAVA

The data for this study were secured by means of a
questionnaire, by interviews, ..bulletins, and records on
file in the office of the State Separtment of Fducation.

Fifteen questionaires were sent to each of the coun
ty superintendents of Wst Virginia with a request that they

distribute them to both elementary and secondary principals
in their county.

They were also asked to collect them when

they had been filled out and return to this writer.

Seven

hundred and one replies were receivefl, or 84.f6 per cent of
the total was returned. The seven hundred and one schools

which returned questionaires had a total enrollment of

150,000 pupils.

Of this number 101,017, or 67.3 per cent

of the enrollment, was transported at public expense.

'Ahe

average distance pupils were rsnsported was 8.7 miles. ~11

II

of the fifty-five counties ere represented in the returns.
The dis tri txtion of the replies, according to the types of
school and the grades included is shown in Table I,

Table I shows that one hundred and firty-nine of
the schools from which replies w.re received were of the
six-year type, including grades 7 to 12,

This is the dom—

inant type of secondary school in West Virginia.

There

were thitty-four four-year high schools of the traditi-

onal type.

Eight three-ycar senior high schools report-

ed and thirty-seven of the three-year junior high schools.

One combined elementary and high school, including grades

1 to 12, also replied.

There were eleven of the nine-

year elementary schools.

Two hundred and seventy-seven

of the eight-year elementary schools returned questionnaires, anti twenty-seven of the seven-year type.

Thf-re

were replies from one hundred and fifty-seven of the six-

year elementary schools.

At least four questionnaires were received iron
each county.

12.7.

The average received from each county was

All of the schools included in the present study

except four enroll a considerable nmber of pupils who

are transported to school.

Because so few are on trans-

portation routes, none of the very large city schools

were included in the investigation.
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TABLE I
DISTRIBUTION OF REPLIES ACCORDING TO TYPE OF SCHOOL
AND GRADES IFCLUDID

Type of School

Grades
Included

Hur.ber of
Replies
Received

Per Cent
of replies
Deceived

Six-year High School

7-12

149

21.26

Four-year High School

9 — 12

34

4.85

10 - 12

8

1.14

37

5.28

1

14

Senior High School

Junior High

7 -

9

Twelve-year School

Nine-year Elementary

1 -

Q

11

1.57

Eight-year Elementary

1 -

8

277

Seven-year Elementary

1 -

7
1- 6

27

39.51
3.85

157

2?b32.

Six-year Elementary
Total

701
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V. STATE ’ iWY XTf Pf-GJaSS

ihe School Finance Act of Vest Virginia provides

that the State Board of School Finance shall determine the
amount for transportation to be included In the Foundation School Froj'.rasi, of ter taking into consideration cer—
tain factors effecting costs*’

ids £oard Las made, and

is still Biaking, a state-^vride survey of pupil transporta-

tion in order to cits In ’such infermtion concerning these

factors as is necessary for the construction and epplication formula»“ as provided by the act.0

I& s"
IX"

Article 9a, Section $. pt
- A.

6

/

<1

CHAPTER

PRESENT PRACTICES IN

II

•HE PUPIL TRA’"*PO?TATIuN

PROGRAMS

Pupil transportation in West Virginia is provided
for in the statutes.

The County Boards of Iducation, sub

ject to the provisions of law and the rules and regulations

of the State Board of Education, have authority; “to pro—
vide at public expense adequate means of transportation for

all children of school ages who live more than two miles
distant from school by the nearest available road or path. I? 1

A board of education which maintains a high school

not accessible to all the pupils eligible to attend must
either transport such pupils to a high school within the
county or pay their tuition ir an adjoining county. 2
When transportation is furnished at public expense,

all school children within the limits of the compulsory

school age are required to attend school regularly, except
as exempt for various legal reasons.

1 ’"est. Virginia School La'-.

Chapter 18, Article 5«

2 Ibid. Section 6, Article 6. p. 34
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It la within the discretion of the board of educa

tion to require pupils to walk a reasonable distance , not
to exceed two miles, to a designated place "where they may

board the bus.”*
The State Board of Education issues a set of "Regulations for Pupil Transportation in School Duses. n

^he

State Department of Public Gaiety and the State Road Com
mission cooperate and give approval to the regulations.
The county boards may make such rules and regulations as pre

necessary to serve the local situation.

In general, however,

the state regulations seem to be sufficient.

he state reg

ulations are printed and posted in each school bus, and the
county boards are required to furnish a copy of the regula—
tionss

’!to all superintendents and assistant superinten-

dents; all principals and teachers of schools where pupils
are transported; all transportation supervisors, mechanics,

aid bus drivers; all attendance directors and assistant
>

attendance directors
Periodical instruction of pupils is required in the

rules and regulations relating to pupil transportation, and
is stated as follows:

3 Ruling from Attorney General*s Office.

4 ' ert Virginia State Board of Education. rcrulatlons for Pun' 1 Transportation _____________
in School louses. Pamphlet of
11, 1939- One page.
the State board of Education, September
P

i
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Principals, teachers, and bus drivers ere required
to educate pupils in how to deport themselves safely.
At the begin ing of tlie term each teacher shall assume
the responsibility for explaining in detail all rules
relative to transportation. It might be well to quia
pupils to determine that every one of them understands
every rule, iron time to time additional lessons in
safety should be taught on the basis of serious viola
tions of rules which occur locally or in other places
as reported in newspapers. Reports of accidents and
near accidents can be used as the basis of useful
lessons.-?
The bus drivers ere employed by the county boards
of education, but they ere subject to the rules end regula

tions of the state board as well as those adopted by the

local boards.
The state law provides that a school bus driver shall

be twenty-one years of age or older and that each bus driver

must be examined a? nually by a physician, designated by the

conn- y board of education, and must be pronounced fit for
the work of a bus driver

The state regulations requires

that the buses ard the bus drivers must be inspected and
*

examined three times annually by the State Police v.’ho are in
charge of Public Safety,

The inspections are scheduled for

the second week in September, the second week in December,
a d the second week in harch.

The buses and the bus drivers

are subject to Inspection end examination at all times by
the State Police.

5 Ibid.
6
Section

The driver mu?t pass an examination on

p. 1.

cst yirnla School Low,
p. 1;. 2-123.

Chapter 18, Article 21,
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subjects of safety practices ard first aid in addition to

his proficiency ard skill in operating a bus.

Zill school

bus drivers are required to have a chauffeur’s license and

a bus driver’s perr.it.
The bus driver’s authority over the children who ride
his bus is the same as that of a teacher in the classroom.

The right of the pupils to ride in the buses is conditioned
on their good behavior and observance of the rules and reg
ulations .

pils.

The driver is in full charge of the bus arid pu-

the regulations provide that ’’the pupils must obey

the driver promptly and cheerfully.”

I.

THE I-JWaBFR OF BUSES USIJ) AH) LE"G1H OF IHIrS

The schools replying to the questionnaire reported
903 buses in use, of which 8c 9 made t-so or more trips twice
dally.

In the schools where the buses had to make more than

one trip the problem of taking care of early arrivals and
those who had to regain after school were greater.

In 1?41-

42, T;est Virginia purchased 161 chassis, 136 bodies and 5
small u its at a cost of ^414,895-c?-

Some of these were

• for replacements and sohie of them were for the purpose of

extending the transportation service, and represent a great
er effort to reach all of the pupils in the state.

Ihe improvement of the road situation in Test Vlrgnia
in recent years has made it possible for the buses to reach

15

a large number of pupils who were formerly practically
isolated during the winter months of each year.

The state law does not provide for transporting
pupils who live within two miles of the school by the ’’near

est road or path.”

A few schools transport some pupils who

live within the two miles specified, but in the main only
the pupils who live beyond the minimum limit set are trans-

The distribution of schools according to the aver-

ported.

age distance pupils are transported to school is shown in
Table II.
Table II shows that the average distances pupils

were transported varied from less than 2 miles to 21 plus
miles.

One hundred and forty-two schools transported pu-

pils an average distance of 4 miles or less.

Four hundred

and sixty-three schools transported pupils an average dis

tance

of from 5 to 12 miles inclusive.

Ninety-six schools

transported pupils an average distance of from 13 to 21
miles.

A greater number of school fall in the group which

transported pupils an average distance of from 5 to 8 miles

than any other group.

Sixty-six per cent of the schools

transport pupils an average of 5 to 12 miles to school.
The average distance pupils ?rere transported by all of the

schools reporting was approximately 8.7 miles.
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TABLE

II

DISTRIBUTION OF SCHOOLS ACCORDING SO AVERAGE
DISTANCE PUPILS ARE TRANfPOKTIU

Number of
Schools

reporting
16

Average Distance
in '-lies pupils
were 1 yansnorted

Less than 2 miles

Per Cent
of Schools
Reporting

2.28

126

2 to 4 miles inclusive

17*97

351

5 to 8 miles inclusive

50.07

112

9 to 12 miles inclusive

15.c7

13 to 16 miles inclusive

9.12

17 to 20 miles inclusive

3.42

21 miles and up

1.14

24

8

K
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The longest trips made by the buses to transport
pupils are shewn by a distribution of schools in Table III.

This table shows that one hundred az cl twenty schools trans
port pupils from a distance less than 10 miles , or that

17.12 per cent of the schools fall into a group which trans
port 10 miles at most*

< r.e hu- red and seventy-six schools,

or 25.11 per cent, transport pupils a maxlnium distance of
10 to 14 miles4

Cne hundred and twenty—one schools, or

17*26 per cent, transport pupils 15 to 19 miles.

One hun-

tired and forty-six schools, or 20.33 per cent, transport
pupils 20 to 24 miles*.

fifty-nine schools, or 8.41 per cert,

transport pupils 25 to 29 miles,

fifty-three schools, or

7*56 per cent, transported pupils 30 to 34 miles*

Eighteen,

or 2*56 per cent, transported pupils 35 to 39 Biller*
or 1.14 per cent transported 40 miles or more.

1Ight,

The maximum

distance reported was 46 miles*
Cne hundred and twenty schools transported pupils
less than 10 miles, seventy-nine transported pupils 3C ’’lies
I

or more, while 502 schools transported pupils 10 to 29 miles*

INCREASES IL’ SCLuOL ENROLLS I
From 193-“33 to 1942-43 the school enrollment of vest
Virginia increased from 434,058 to <43,337 pupils.

Educa

tional summaries in the Vest Virginia Legislative Eandbooks

show that the enrollment of the elementary schools was ap-

I
t

I
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TABLE III
riSTBI^UTION OF SCHOOLS ACCORDING TO THE LONGEST
TRIPS HADE TO TRANSPORT PUPILS

Longest Trips Reported
in Hiles to Transport
pupils to School

Per Cent
of Schools
Reporting

Less than 10 wiles

17.12

176

10 to 14 inclusive

25.11

121

15 to 19 inclusive

17.26

146

20 to 24 inclusive

20.83

59

25 to 29 inclusive

8.41

53
18

30 to 34 inclusive

7.56

35 to 39 inclusive

2.56

40 wiles and up

1.14

number of
Schools
Reporting

8
I
I
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proximately the same each year during the ten year period.

The high school enrollment, however, shows a great gain.
The high school enrollment in 1932-33 was approximately

95,COO and has increased, during the ten year period, to
138,000.

This is an increase of 43,18? pupils, and repre-

sents an average increase of nearly 4,?C0 pupils per year.

The greater opportunities afforded rural pupils for atten
ding high school has played a significant part in this in-

The housing problem was acute for some time, but a

crease.

number of new buildings have teen constructed and a number

of additions to old buildings have been made, thus reliev

ing the crowded conditions in many of the schools.

III.

SCHEDULES ALT TIIJETAELES

The bus routes generally start and end at the high
school.

This fact makes it necessary to consider the bus

schedule in planning the programs for some of the elemen

tary schools along the route to the high school; for instance, the bus arrives at an elementary school at 7s30

o’clock on the first trip.

The elementary pupils trans

ported to that school must be taken care of from the time
of arrival.

The bus arrives early in the afternoon and the

transported pupils must return home on that bus.

The elem

entary school principal may have to begin the daily program

much earlier than she desired in order to meet this situation.

20

If a situation should develop at the high school
which should nake it desirable to hold the bus for a while
before the trip started, it would cause some inconvenience

all along the line.

The pupils in other schools would fee

delayed in getting started for home and a problem for car

ing for then until the bus arrives would ensue.

The ath

letic contests in many of the high schools are held on Fri

day afternoons.

Ir such cases the high school principal

and coach would like to hold the bus until after the game,

and some of them do so.

This causes a problem in all of the

elementary schools served by the bus or buses so delayed.

This emphasizes the necessity

of considering the time sched

ules of all the schools served by buses in any given area.
Io avoid disrupting the transportation schedule for the ele
mentary schools it is necessary that the buses adhere strict

ly to the time schedule.
; ar y of the high school pupils look upon this limita
tion oi schedule as a real imposition.

Several of them want

to take part in after-school activities such as athletics,

band, glee club, or any others not provided for during the
regular day.

These who ride the first buses to leave in the

afternoon cannot participate because it is necessary to go

immediately after the last class.

Some of the principals

listed this inability to take part in extra-curricular acti
vities as one of ’he problems in the bus situation.

21

In order to save time it is necessary to provide for

as few stops as possible*

Etops are usually made at a des

ignated home, store , garage, or some other building where

the pupils may wait for the bus.

However, stops at build-

ings cannot always be arranged.

I- a great many instances,

pupils are require?, to wait at designated open places or

crossroads along transportation routes.
shelters are provided.

At some of these,

Such shelt- rs, however, are not con

formable and in some instances they fail to exclude the rain.
3his make a particularly bad situation during inclement
weather•

In bad weather the buses are also frequently late.

/•'any co3.ds and other illnesses are often attributed to ex

posure resulting fr a long waits for buses in inclement
weather.

IV. CIIUMIuHR bN IRE DUS

Some of the bus schedules start as early

as t :CO

o’clock in the morning and, es previously stated, the last
pupils transported arrive at school at approximately ?:C0
o’clock.

Regulations for seating are necessary for eon-

venience for loading and unloading pupils along the route,
and also for avoiding situations in which disciplinary problems may originate.

Ihe state regulations provide thats

She driver or the principal may assign each pupil a
seat for which the pupil will be held responsible.
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Pupils in less desirable seats may move to a second
assigned seat for added comfort after the passenger
load is lightered.'
'.this regulation provides the sears by which the fens

driver can keep better diesipline.
The rules which govern certain phases of the con
duct of pupils who are transported apply to the tine before

they get on the bus, and to the time after they get off of
the bus, while on the highway} as well as to the conduct

on the bus.

The regulations are as

OllCT’-S J

(a) Obey and respect the orders of the safety com
mittee or patrol on. duty*

(b) VT-lk on the left side facing traffic.

(c) “ever stand in the roadwa y while waiting for bus.
(d) Clean shoes before entering bus.
(e) Place waste paper and oth^r rubbish in proper
containers

(f) Avoid unnecessary conversation with the driver.
(g) Except for ordinary conversation, observe class
room conduct in the bus in order not to.detract driver’s
attention.

(h) The use of immoral or profane langut ge will rot
be tolerated. The use of tobacco is prohibited.
zi) Arms and head mu t bo kept inside of bus windows
at-all times.

7 Vest Virginia ftate Board of Education, regulations
XQr uoll Transportation in Tchool J uses. ftate board of
tion Pamphle
Pamphlet, ..eptenber 11, 1939•
Education
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(.) Report any damages to the bus at once to the
driver.

(k) Get on and off the bus or changi;e seats in the
bus only when it is not in motion.^

These regulations seem to cover about all of the sit
uations that arise in transportation of pupils.

The prin

cipals seldom find cause to add any regulations to the above
list,

However, they are free to work out ary plan they wish

to see that the regulations are enforced.

The driver is re

sponsible for enforcement of the regulations as well as for

the general order and discipline on the bus.
To aid the driver in his duties of looking out for the

safety of the pupils and for keeping good order on the bus
the cooperation of the pupils themselves is necessary.

To

participate in sharing the responsibility with the driver for
the safety and order of the pupils the state regulations sug

gest that*
Two of the most careful and mature pupils transported
may be appointed by the driver and principal to serve as
a fafety Corarittee or Patrol, Some of the cuties of this
committee or patrol may be as follows*

(a) Have all pupils aboard and seated before the bus
leaves the school building.

(b) Act as lookout for driver at dangerous railway
crossings, signalling the bus across in safety.
(c) Protect cliildren from traffic hazards while assem
bling at bus stops.
8 Ibid. p. 1.
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(d) Assist driv r in his duties and share ir. his
resnor-sibilities for the safety < f all pupils transport
ed .9

The general practice seems to be, to have the safety

committee also participate in the supervision of the general

conduct of the pupils while on the bus, in so far as this is
practical.

Some very troublesome boys have been kept out of

mischief by assigning them to a place on the Safety Commit
tee.

The school bus driver has the authority of a teacher
over the pupils while on his bus » 10 and the method of dis

ciplining them seems to be left up to him, except in cases
of repeated violations of the regulations governing pupil
transportation.

The procedure provided in such cases is

as followsx

Should any pupil persist in violating any of these
rules, it shall be the duty of the driver to notify the
principal and after due warning has been given to the
pupil, the driver shall then forbid such disobedient
pupil the privilege of riding his bus urtil permission
to ride again has been giver by the Board of Education. V’ri uteri notice of the action of the driver shall
be furnished the parent through the Board of Educa
tion, but such notice need not precede action by the
driver. -*■
9. Ibid. p. 1.
10 ’"BSt Virginia School .a-;*.
Section 7. p. 40

Chapter 18, Article 7,

11 State Board of Education Bulletin, op. cit., p.l.

I
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If any of the parents, pupils, or drivers have any

complaints not specified in the regulations they "shall be
reported promptly to the principal or superintendent.”

V.

EFFECTS GN TEE FUPIIS

There is no doubt but what the transported pupils
have a much longer day than the pupils who do not have to

be transported.

Many pupils must walk a mile or more to

get to the bus routes, while some wall: three miles or more.

If they ride the first trip they must leave home at an

early hour indeed to catch e bus at 6sOO o’clock, which
some of them do.

In many cases, during a part of the year

at least, some of the pupils must leave home before daylight

to cutch the morning buses and those who ride ti e buses on

the last return trips do rot get back h me until after dark.

This situation does rot effect a larger per cent of the
pupils in. any school, but the most of them l ave a day but

little less in length then those living nt the ends of the

line .
During the winter season, the bus is frequently late,
which causes exposure to cold a d inclement weather of those
pupils who must wait at open peaces along the road,

If the

weather is not so severe the waiting can be disagreeable,

and when it is severe, cold cr rainirg, pupils ray suffer.

12 J-.cc. cit.
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In this situation parents are concerned about the health

and comfort of their children.

Many complaints are made by

them, but very little has been done to remedy this situa
tion.

When the buses are on time the pupils may have been

waiting a few minutes; since the bus will not wait in case

a pupil is late.

This is one of the state regulations.

The regulation reads as follows:

All pupils shall be ready in the morning at the
scheduled time for the conveyance to arrive at the
designated school bus stop or place of meeting, The
bus cannot wait for those who are tardy. o

The general conditions on the bus and the “tensions

and dislocations'* of missing the bus if he is delayed a
minute or two on the way are of serious concern to the pupil.
This disturbance can affect the attitude of the pupil in

such a way as to be reflected in his behavior throughout the
day.

Through the emotional reactions the mental health of

the pupil may be affected.

The preventive approach to mental health involves
at least five factors: namely, the child’s emotions,
the environment, the personality of the teacher, the
method of teaching, and the school program. All these
factors are interrelated to such a degree that a dis
turbing influence at any point in the series may seriously affect all the others.

13 Ibid, p. 1
14 Educational Policies Commission.
and the School, p. 52

Social Service
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he disturbing point may be at any turn in the ex-

p<-riences of a too long day, which is described by A. c
ambert:

ihe school cu; (lor) the transported pupil) begins
long before the i ..ool day of most teacher - tine plays
a very significant role in the daily life of Lhe trans
ported pupil.
how one element of the time factor in pupil trarsport-tion: namely, the early hour at which nany pupils
rust arise in order to meet the school bus schedule,
affect many pupils is not always understood by teach
ers, administrators or citizens generally. For exam
ple .... * one pupils have been a akc since tOO
o'clock or earlier in many cases, who Irve travelled
more than twenty miles to get to school and who reed
only rest, quiet, or even sleep, ^ometim^s pupils
with constitutions less rugged than the youthful ' arzan’s must begin classes in the morning after having
been bounced, crowded, and bent side'ise and back
continually for forty minutes or an hour in a school
bus driven grimly over rough and frozen roads. The
inability of such students to become passionately alert over theorems in georictry or over a ’Socialized
discussion’ of the propaganda techniques of }uropcan
lictators may sometimes be fundamentally to aching
back muscles, throbbing ear drums, arc; protesting kid
neys and not to innate personaldepravity or low I.
among their grandparents.15

7he above quotation sums up sore of the personal
effects on pupils and calls a tention to so*ae of the
results of pupil transportation that ere not always under-

stood or appreciated.

However, it should not be construed

as an argument against nupil transporation, for such

15 f•• C. Lambert, «Lenj»th of the fchool Day for
the Transported Pupil." School card <7ournal. September,
1939. p. 4J7-46.
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transportation is an "integral, necessary, and legitimate
means for providing a modern educational program for lit-

erally millions of children

in the United States.

VI. DRIVER PERSONNEL
The rapid expansion of the program of pupil trans

portation in West Virginia gave rise to an entirely new

group of employees of the school boards; namely, the school
bus drivers.

In the earlier stages the superintendent or

one of the as istant superintendents was charged with the
responsibilities of pupil transportation.

The trend now

seems to be toward the practice of employing a pupil transportation director.

Twenty-six counties in West Virginia

employed such an officer last year (1941-42).

His duties

are to supervise the transportation program in the covnty
and to oversee the buses and drivers.

The law1? provides for the hiring of school bus drivers and sets up certain minimum requirements which have al-

ready been given as legal qualifications for the driver,
but due to the importance of his work in the transportation

of children more than these are needed.

Character, habits,

and attitude should weigh heavily in selecting the bus driver.

16 Ibid. p. 46

17 West Virginia School Law.
Article 21. p. 122.

Chapter 18, Section 5,
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lhe State Board of Education through an order passed hay 22, 1941, requires each school bus driver to hold a

special school bus driver’s license based on a written ex
amination and an actual driving test given annually by the

State Department of Public Safety. This order also gives
authority to the State Superintendent of the Department of

r- ublic

Safety and the State Superintendent

of Schools to

refuse to issue, or to recall, after issue, a special bus
driver’s license, for any of a number of reasons, including drunkenness, violation of traffic laws, etc.

Arother

provision of this order makes an applicant for a special

school bus crixrer’s license who fails an. examination for
the license ineligible to take another exam‘nation for a
18
period of ninety cays.
All school bus drivers were re uired to pass written
examination? at the beginning of the school year of 1941—
42.

lliis requirement and the others Included in the Board’s

Order definitely raised the standard for school bus drivers.

Special school bus drivers licenses were issued to
1412 drivers in 1940-41.

This number was increased to 1566

13 F. Fay Po -er, Rhiviiion of Transportaion,” I?jenriel report of the State Simerlnt.er.dent of. .’Xfic
est VirginiaT Qiarl< ston, 'r. Va; State repartnent of Educa
tion, 1942. p. 1.7-08
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the folloving year.

No license is granted to an appli

cant until he is employed by a board of education,

fix

per cent of the applicants failed the written examination.^
VII. THE PRINCIPALS .LIST SE'IR PROBLEMS
In the questionnaire the principals ?;ere asked,
” "hat is your greatest problem in connection with pupil
transportstion?°

The replies to this question are susnar-

izcd in Table TV.
Table IV shows a variety of problems listed by the

principals in answer to tills question.

It is observed

from a study of the table that in listing the greatest

problems in their schools the condition of roads, especially the secondary roads, ws the most frequently listed item.
liiis item was listed by five hundred and twenty, or 79-17

per eeiit, of t! e .-even hundred and one principals.

io

keep buses in satisfactory Turning ord r was listed by

four hundred and forty-three, or 63.26 per cent, as a major
problem.

Two hundred and four, or 2?.1O per cent, of the

prtncipals listed the problem of caring for the early arri

vals and for those who must remain after school, while the
problem of crowded buses was listed by one hundred and

r incty-seven, or 28.11 per cent,

The long day of trans-

ported pupils was a major problem in the opinion of one
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hundred end ninety-two, or 27.38 per cent, of the princi
pals*
Discipline on buses was listed by one hundred and

fifty principals.

Parents complaints concerning many phases

of transportation, and arrangements cf bus schedules were
problems listed by one hundred and three and eighty-seven

principals re speclively •

The items listed in Table IV in

dicate the diversity of the problems with which the princi
pals have to contend.

'"rather conditions, topography of

the areas, incompetent driver5, and lack cf funds were frequently mentioned as adding materially to the difficulties
encountered in pupil transportation.

fn© principal com

ments as follows;
lack of money makes it necessary to crowd hnces,
also to use Junk buses, which are rot reliable so mak
ing for delay on account of breakdowns. Occasionally
a driver lacks the ability to get along with the pupils »
so has trouble with discipline. Lack of facilities for
storage at home end of he run results in trouble start
ing i the morning because of cola or ret engines. Beep
snows and dirt roads are a disadvantage.
Zh-- answers to the qu stioiis - Is your transportation

s i t tia t i on satisfactory ?

is ycur pupil-bus driver relation-

ship satisfactory? - are summarised in Table V.
•j.able V shows that six hundred end eighty-two of the

seven hundred and one principals, or ?7«2 per cent of the

total number of questionnaires returned

cons! 'ered the
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PRINCIPALS LIST THI-.IR GREATEST FF.OBLEL'S
PITH REFERENCE TO PUPIL
TRANSPORTATION

Greatest Problems Listed by Principals

Lumber
of Times
Listed

Per Cent of
Principals
listed

1.

Pad roads

520

7<.17

2.

To keep buses in satisfactory
running order

4*3

63.26

3.

To care for early arrivals and
those who must'remain late

204

29.10

4.

Crowded buses

197

28.11

5.

Pupils’ long day - leave home
too early, get back too late

192

27.3S

6.

Discipline on buses

150

21.25

7.’

Parents complaint

103

14.69

8.

Arranging bus schedule tp fceet
school program

87

12.41

I

transportation system satisfactory.

M’ .etcen principals,

or 2.7 per cent, reported the situation unsatisfactory,

I he

pupil-bus driver relationship was reported satisfactory by

-

►

six hundred and ninety, or 9F.4 per cent, of the principals
returning questionnaires.

£leven , or 1.4 por cent, report

ed that the pupil-bus driver relationshipwas not satis-

factory.

e

In reply to the question - How many transported and
non-transported pupils cropped out of school during the

past month'? - a total of 364 pupils wore reported dropped.
Of this number 127 wore transported and 237 were not.
Of the transported wdropsw only 26 were reported to

have dropped out because of di sc our a cement due to the long-

day and hardships bus pupils hrve.

The other 338 were re-

ported to have gone into the Army, Kavy or into Industry.

Sixty principals reported that sev ral of their puplls are out of school because of transportation s rvice,

but have not cropped out of school.

^any of the bus routes

go beyond the ex’.er.t of improved roads, and consequently

continuous, efficient, and year-round service car. not be

maintained.

Heavy rains may make many of the dirt roads

impassable.

Several bus routes traverse hills and side

roads and cross creeks where bridges, such as are provided,
are washed out or made dangerous for bus traffic, consequent—

ly the service is interrupted.

ll.ese pupils may not attend

s=
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TABLE V

REPLIES OF PRINCIPALS AS TO THE SATISFACTION OF
CERTAIN ASPECTS OF THE
TRANSPORTATION
PROBLEM

1

Questions
1. Is your transportation
situation satisfactory?

______ Answers of Principals
_______ Yes_________________ No
Number-Per Cent Number-Per Cent

682

97.2

19

2.7

2. Is your pupil-bus driver
relationship satisfactory? 690

98.4

11

1.4
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school for a few days at a tine at several intervals each
year*

Th® practice in ”est Virginia is to count such pu
pils as miss school because of a failure of the bus to nake

th© trip as being present*

pfl

This probably is done to en

courage- the counties to continue s<xie bus routes which

Kight be abandoned, since the amount of S'lete aid a county

receives for transportation, in part, depends on the total

number of pupil days present* This practice helps- to rein—
tain the attendance record of the t ransported pupils in Test
Virginia.
It is possible that soae of the routes should be

shortened and mad© to coincide with favorable road cordilions for ims traffic*. It s-’ Oejs, howevvT, that because of

the clamor of soaae families who live in the less accessible
erer-s, boards of education ere often influenced to extend the
routes to aroas not adequately supplied with roads* The e
long routes, often extending beyond the improved roads,

create r«any individual problems particularly d uring the late
fall arid winter seasons of th© year*

Several principals expressed th© opinion, in comcnts
accompanying the questionnaire returns, that probably th©
setter of pupil transportation was being * overdone"*

20 Ruling of the rtete Board of Education.
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following quotations express the opinions of sone of these

principals:

Bus transportation, in my opinion, is overplayed.
Too many pupils are transported short distances who
should he getting to school on their own responsibi
lity, Too many seera to come just for the ride.
There is danger of pupil transportation being car
ried too far.
Pupil transporation is over emphasised in this
county, and several of the surrounding counties.

Pupil transportation has caused us move grief than
any other school problem.

Our entire school schedule had to be changed ir.
order to take care of a few pupils whose attendance is
srost irregular*
It seems to me that we are sacrificing an efficient
school program for the sake cf a few ; upils.

In view of the fact that our transported and urban'
pupils will not mix - pupil transportation is proving
to be a s erious problem in our school.
A large pei' cent of cur transported pupils drop out
of school before they eve graduated. In my opinion the
large amount spent for transportation such pupils is unwisely spent,

I am afraid ws are wore concerned vi'.h getting these
pupils to school than we are with their Instruction
after they arrive.
I es definitely opposed to tranaportatin* pupils long
distances.
I

Frankly, I think that pupil transportation is overuojie.

As improved roads r*. ech further into the rural areas
consolidation of schools will probably further stimulate

I

t
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pupil transportation in Y'est Virginia.

It scene that the

idea of equalization of educational opportunity is as

pertinent now as ever, and the people in the core renote

areas are demanding transportation of their children to the
high schools.

However, according to Feeder, the period of

greatest expansion of pupil transportation has passed in

the nation as a whole.

Feeder expressed this opinion in

the following quotation:

. . . • No evidence is discerned that the trans
ports t ion has run its course, although it is probable
that the period of greatest expansion is behind.
School consolidation will probably continue to stimu
late pupil transportation, and when it is remembered
that there are 125,000 one teacher schools it becomes
apparent that there is much more room for consolidation.
Moreover, there is a discernable movement towards the
merging of small consolidated schools and this movement
may be expected t- continue and to stimulate transpor
tation. . . . The tendency is noted especially in the
abandonment of small high schools and the transporta
tion of the ruplls to larger high schools.“

The extension of the transportation facilities, how
ever, does not necessarily mean that the quality of tus

service has teen improved or that the pupil-tus driver re

lationship is more satisfactory.

This latter point reeds

to be studied carefully since improvement, elong these

lines, does not necessarily involve additional expense.
She nvnber of disciplinary problems which originate

21 ^ard G. Heeder. Administration of £up.U 1£2£S£grtat;ion. Education Press, 1939. p. 12.

1
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in the pupil-bus driver relationship tends to emphasize tie

need of such study.

Table VI summarizes the replies of the principals
to the question, ♦♦How many disciplinary problems since

school started this year have originated in this relatlonship'."

A study of the table shows that two hundred and
seventeen of the principals, or 30.95 per cent, reported

that they did not have any problems.
13*83 per cent, reported one problem.

I'inety-seven, or
Or.e hundred and ore

of the principals, or 14.4 per cent, had two problens, and
one hundred and sixty, or 22. f 2 per cent, reported three.
One hundred and twenty-six, or 17.97 per cent, failed to

answer the question.

Cone of the principals, commenting

on the situation, paid tribute to the bus drivers.

wrote as follows;

One

"Cur bus drivers do an excellent job

and get n ne too much cr cit.

1-ey are probably the most

efficient employees of the school board."

VXU. llu. SITUATION AT SCHOOL

So far this discussion has been concerned with pu-

pil transportation to anb from school.

fow attention mu.^t

be turned upon the situation con renting the pupils when
they arrive at school, before classes begin and while they

11
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TABLE VI

DISTRIBUTION OF R.PLIES AS TO THE:. HUMBER OF
DISCIPLINARY PROBLEMS ORIGINATING IN THE
PUPIL-BUS DRIVER RELATIONSHIP.

Number of
Replies by
Principals

Total

Per Cent

Number of
Problems Since
School Started

217

30.95

97

13**3

1

101

14.40

2

160

22*62

3

.126

17*c7

Palled to answer

co.<7

’one
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must wait after school for a bus to return them hone,

lhe

buildings may not be. opened to receive them when they arrive,

or they may be required to come into the building as soon
as they are discharged from the bus.

The a? s’ers to the following questions describe the
situation in the schools included in the present study with
respect to the items mentioned above, (1) Is the building
open to receive the early ar ivals?

(2) Are the transport

ed pupils required to come into the building on arrival?
The replies of the principals to the above questions are

su:<jnarized in Table VII.
The table shows that according to the replies of the

principals, five hundred and ninety-six, or 8? per cent, of

the seven hundred and one schools were open to receive pu

pils.

Kinety-seven or 13 .b8 per cent, were not open.

or 1.1 per cent, failed to answer the question.

Fight,

The results

of the second question were almost a reverse of number 1.

Kinety-four principals, or 13.4 per cent, reported that
their transported pupils were required to come into the

building on arrival at school.

Six hundred and four report-

ed that pupils were not required to come into the building
upon arrival.

Tils was 86.1 per cent of the total.

or .42 per cent, did not answer the question.

Three,

In schools

whore pupils arrive an hour or more before school opens and

are permitted to go where they please in the community many

*
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difficult disciplinary problems arise.
In reply to the questions, Are the pupils free to

go about in the community before and after school? and

Do you forbid them to go to stores, restaurants, where

beer is sold, movies, and pool rooms?
swered as indicated in Table VIII,

the principals an-

fhis table is shown on

page 43.
7able VIII shows that in three hundred and sixty-two,
or 51*6 per cent of the seven hundred and one schools, the
pupils arriving before school begins are free to go where

they please in the community.

In three hundred and thirty-

five, or 49.7 per cent of the total number of schools, they
are not free to go away from the school premises.

Comments

of several principals accompanying the questionnaire returns
stated that permission of the parents was necessary for pupils to go •’up town.”

Four, or .6 per cent of the princi-

pals, .failed to answer this question.

After classes are over and before their buses are due

the transported pupils ere free to go ”up town” in t' ree
hundred and fifty-one or 48,6 per cent, of the schools re

ported,

in three hundred and fifty-four, or 5O»5 per cent,

of the schools the pupils are not free to go.

Four, or .6

per cent, of the principals failed to answer tills question.
In reference to the rules against going to the stores,

restaurants, beer parlors, movies, and poolrooms, the table

“'I
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TABU VII

IU.PLIES OF PRINCIPALS CONC; RUING THE CARE OF TRANSPORTED
PUPILS UPON AR IVAL AT SCHOOL

Questions

1. Is the building
open to receive
early arrivals?

2. Are transported
pupils required
to come into
building on
arrival?

Penlies of the Principals
Yes
1o
NumPer
NuaUu~i- Per
her
Cent
ber
C^pt

596

Failed to
_ Ansrer
Num Per
ber Cent

85.C

97

13.8

8

13 .4

£04

£6.1

3

1.1

.42
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TABLE VIII
RISTRIBUT'ION OF REPLIES COJJCERHiKG TIF, FREEDOM
OF PUPILS TO GO HiERE 1® PLEASED
IN THE COMMUNITY

Eenlies of Principals

Questions

Yes

Num
ber
1. Are pupils free
to go:
(1) Before
.Classes
(2) After class
es and be
fore bus
runs
Are pupils for
bidden to go to:
(1) Stores
(2) Restaurants
(3) Beer Parlors
(4) Movie s
(5) Poolrooms

Per
Cert

l'o
I'un- Per
bcr
Cent

3*2

Failed to
Answer
Num Per
ber Cent

49.7

4

.6

341

48.6

354

50.5

4

.6

220
220
518
167
518

31.4
31.4
73. 9
23.8
73.9

470
470
180
513
180

67.0 ‘
67.0
25.5
73.2
25.5

11
11
3
21
3

1.6
1.6
.4
3-0
.4

y
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shews that two hundred and twenty, or 31.4 per cent, of the
principals forbade the pupils to ro to stores ard restaur-

ants during the periods the transported pupils must wait be
fore and after school.

In four hundred and seventy of the

schools, or 67 per cent of the total, the principals report

ed that no rules against going to stores or restaurants,
Eleven, or 1.6 per cent, of the principals failed to answer

these questions.

Five hundred and eighteen, or 73.9 per

cent of* the schools reported , had rules against going to
beer parlors and poolrooms.

One hundred aid eighty, or

25*5 per cent, had no rules against going to these two

types of establishments.

‘ihree, or .4 per cent, of the prin

eipals failed to answer these questions.

One hundred and

sixty-seven, or 23.8 per cent, reported rules against going
to movies, and five hundred and thirteen, or 73«2 per cent,

had no such rules.

Twenty-one, or 3 per cent, failed to ans-

wer the question.
The last three questions did not apply in some cases,

because there are some of the schools included in tMs in
vestigation which are located in communities where there are
no poolrooms, beer parlors, or movies. Commenting on the

situation 673 of the principals stated that in attempting to

keep their pupils out of beer parlors and poolrooms they had
not encountered any opposition from the proprietors of such
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places•

fixteen stated that they had teen requested by pro

prietors to keep the pupils away.
IX. TIilE THE PUPILS MU I WAIT

A few of the schools included in the investigation

did not have a problem with, transported pupils wait-ng for

classes to begin after arrival, or for the buses after classes were over.

The principals* replies to the questicnraires

concerning the time pupils must s?ait at school for classes to

begin or for a bus to return them hone are susnarized in
Table IX.

Table IX shows that according to the replies of the
principals one hundred and thirty-six, or 19.4 per cent, of

the schools have a period of enforced waiting of twenty minutes or less.

This short period of waiting should not cause

a. serious problem in caring for the pupils, since the teach

ers should be a rriving and the classrooms open ready to begin the school program.

The same number and per cent of

principals reported an enforced wait for buses of only twenty
minutes or less after school.. One

hundred and three prin-

cipals, or 14.6 per cent of the LOval, reported a wr it of
from twenty-one to forty minutes in the morning, and one hun
dred and eleven principals, or 15.8 per cent, reported a
period of like duration in the afternoon.

One hundred and

■

i
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TABLE IX
DISTRIBUTION OF REPLIES COMCcRHIHG THE TIME
TRANSPORTED PUPILS MUST WAIT
BEFORE Al© AITi-R SCHOOL

Time in Kinutes

Ja-ciber of Principals Pnoorting '
7 efore <"c~ ool
Efter School
Funber
for Cent_____ 'umber her Cent

0 to 20

136

19.4

136

19.4

to 40

103

14.6

111

15.8

41 to 60

172

24.5

283

40.4

61 to 80

216

30.8

126

18.0

81 to 100

74

10.6

30

4.3

101 to 120

0

0.0

15'

2.1
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seventy-three principals, or 24.5 per cent, reported a
period of enforced waiting of from foty-one to sixty-min-

utes before classes, and two hundred and eighty-three prin
cipals, or 40.4 per cent, reported a similar period in the

afternoon.

This period of waiting is as long or longer than

the class periods in many schools. Two hundred and sixteen,

or 30.8 per cent, of the principals reported a period of

waiting of from sixty-one to eighty minutes before school »
and one hundred and twenty-six,

or 18 per cent,
cent of the prin

cipals reported a similar period of waiting after school.

Seventy-four, or 10.6 per cent of the total, reported a
waiting period of from eighty-one to one hundred minutes in

the morning, and thirty, or 4.3 per cent, reported a similar

wait in the afternoon. Fifteen principals, or 2.1 per cent,
reported a wait of from one hundred and one to one hundred

and twenty minutes after school before a bus came to return
the pupils to their homes.
One of the schools reported that the last class was

over at 3*00 o’clock and that the last bus left at JiOO,
Io group some of the items in Table IX probably will

give a clearer idea of the time spent in waiting at school
by some of the transported pupils. Approximately 66 per
cent of the schools have pupils waiting in the morning from

41 to 100 minutes from the time the first bus arrives until

j

-
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the bus is scheduled to leave on the return trip home.

Ahe

questionnaire returns show that a majority of the schools

have some pupils who ere required to wait at least an hour
before and after school in order to meet their bus schedules.

X.

TYPES OF P.OOUS OPEN 7G RECEIVE PUPILS

The practices vary as to the provisions made for the

care of those pupils who a e required or permitted to core

into the school building when they arrive at school before
time for school to begin or who are required or permitted
to remain in the school building to await bus transportation

after school.

Generally* one or two teachers are required

to be at school and to have general supervision of the room
or rooms open to such pupils •

Classrooms, auditoriums, and

gymnasiums are frequently used for this purpose.

5 he writer

has observed that in schools where the pupils are not required to retrain in the building or on the school grounds fre-

quently large numbers of then loaf nup town. ft Tfible X shows

the type of schoolrooms open to pupils and the number of
schools in which teachers are in charge.

Table X shows that the classroom is the most frequ&ntly used room for the waiting pupils.
»

Ir five hundred

and sixty-eight schools* or 81 per cent of the totals the
principals listed the use of the classroom for the waiting

pupils•

The study hall was listed three hundred and fifty-

i

i
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TABLE X
REPLIES COHCEF.HILG TIE TYPE AND NUMBER OF ROLL’S G?EH
TO CARE FOR PUPILS FH0 MJS T FAB AT SCHOOL, A'T) tee
HUMBER OF SCHOOLS FETCH HAVE 5 LACHERS IK
Clud.CE ♦

lypes of
Booms open
to Funils

Classroom

I'UEiber of
Schools

568

Study Hall
Gymnasium

Per Cent
of Schools

Eave Teachers in Charge
• umber
Per Cent

81.0

442

).6

224

63.1
31.9

37.3

1C5

15.0

Auditorium

208

29.6

137

19.6

Library

156

22.2

130

18.5

71

10.1

71

10.1

2il

15

2.1

Shop

Laboratory

practices in the period before school prevail in the
period after school for the pupils who eust wait.

I
■■
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one times, the gymnasium two hundred and sixty-one times,
the auditorium two hundred and eight times, the library one
hundred and fifty-six times, the shop seventy-one times,

and the laboratory fifteen times.

It is also observed that teachers were reported in

charge of the waiting pupils in four hundred and forty-two

of the five hundred and sixty-eight classrooms which were
listed as open for the waiting pupils, in two hundred ard

twenty-four of the three hundred and fifty-one study halls,
one hundred and five of the two hundred and sixty-one gym; naslums, one hundred and thirty-seven of the two hundred and

eight auditoriums, one hundred and thirty of the one hundred and fifty-six libraries, and in all cases where the
shops ©nd laboratories were used.
The number of teachers in charge, as shown in Table

X, may be misleading since in several schools two or more
rooms were open and supervised by one teacher who was as-

signed to such duty*

This one teacher was probably counted

more than once in such cases* Several schools reported all

rooms open ©nd supervised by the assistant principal or
some of the teachers*

Most of the principals reported that someone was on
duty after school hours until the last bus departed. Sever
al stated that they themselves remained at school until all
pupils were out of the building.
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XI. PROGRAMS
X PROVIDED

The principals were asked, Is a program provided for

the pupils who must wait before and after school?
►

there e need for such a program?

end is

Table XI summarizes the

principals1 replies to these questions *
This table shows that according to the replies of

the principals one hundred and eighty-five, or 26,4 per cent

of the schools, had a program for the transported pupils who
must wait before school, and that two hundred and thlrtythree, or 33*2 per cent of the schools , had a program for
those who must wait after school.

Three hundred and seventy-

nine, or 54.1 per cent of the principals, reported no program before school, and three hundred and sixty-five, or

52.1 per cent, reported no program for those who must wait
after school

One hundred and thirty-seven, or 19.5 per cent#-

failed to answer the question for the period before school,
while one hundred and three, or 14,7 per cent, failed to answer the question for the period after school.

In response to the question, Is a program needed to
care for the transported pupils before and after school?,

two hundred and forty-eight, or 35*4 per cent, of the prin
clpals reporting answered ces," while three hundred and

forty-eight, or 49.7 per cent, said that no program was

needed•

Qne hundred and five, or 14,9 per cent of the prin

cipals failed to answer.
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REPLIES OP PEIIiCIPALS CCIXJERNING TEE PROVISION
ABD NEED GF A PROGRAM FOR PUPILS ARRIVING LARLI
AED FiEAIKIHG AFTER SCHOOL

Fenliea
Question

Yes
KumPer
bey
Cent

ber

ler
Cent

Failed to
Reply
Nuia- Per
her Cent

Vo
V«»-

1. Is Program provided:
(1) Before School?

165

26 .4

379

54.1

137

19.5

(2) After School?

233

33.2

365

52.1

103

14.7

248

35.4

348

49.7

105 14.9

2. Is Program needed?
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ters than half of the schools included in this study

fail to provide any prolans for the pupils who have to wait
before and after school, and yet in Table IX it was shown

that 66 per cent of the schools have pupils waiting from

forty-one to one hundred minutes or more every day. Each
bus that runs late in the afternoon adds just that much more

time to the length of the period of waiting.

Tnble XII shows the activities listed in the programs
provided in the one hundred and eighty-five sc' ools which re
i

ported having rade provisions to care for the transported pu

pils.

A study of Table XII shows that the most frequently
mentioned provision for caring for the transported pupils
■

who must wait before and after school is "supervised play.”
One hundred principals listed this Item,

"Reading rooms end

study hall,” ”indoor and outdoor sports,” and * shop work”
each were listed by eighty-nine principals. Sixty-four prin
cipals listed ’’radio programs” and thirty-five listed "rotion
pictures.”

The a. ove provisions and activities are all a

part of the total programs reported by the principals in try
ing to pi’ovide for the pupils who must wait at school.
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TABLE XII

DISTRIBUTION OF THE REPLIES RELATIVE 10 THE TYPE
OF PROGRAFS PROVIDED TO CARE FOR PUPILS ARRIVING
BEFORE SCHOOL OPENS, OR SWING AFTER SCHOOL
DUE 10 NUS SCHEDULES

Type of Program or Activity

Number of
Principals *
Reports

Per Cent of
Principals List
ing Activities

100

54.0

2. Reading room and study
hall

09

47.6

3. Indoor and outdoor sports

89

47.6

4. Shop work

89

47.6

5. Radio programs

64

6< Motion pictures

35

1. Supervised play

19.4
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XII. SRTAP.Y
I he purpose of this chapter has been to present a

picture of the transportation situation in seven hundred

and one of the elementary and secondary schools of Test

Virginia.

Also to present some of the problems which arise

as a result of unsatisfactory transportation schedules caus

ed largely by an increasing effort to extend transportation

facilities to remote areas within the state.
Pupil transportation in ^est Virginia is provided

for by statute.

The county boards of education are author

ized to provide at public expense transportation for all
children of school age who live more than two miles from

school.

The State Board of Education issues rules and reg

ulations governing the transportation of pupils and regula

tions governing buses and bus drivers.

The seven hundred and one schools included in the
study enroll 150,100 pupils.

Two thirds of these pupils

are transported to and from school daily. According to the

replies of the principals who returned questionnaires the
average distance pupils are t rensported is 8.7 miles,

'.he

longest trip reported was forty-six miles.
Nine hundred and three buses were reported in use and
809 made two trips each morning and each afternoon.
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The principals reported that the problem of arrang
ing bus schedules to meet school programs Is a serious one.
This is especially true In the instances where the sane
bus serves both elementary and secondary schools.

Over-crowding of the buses, and a lack of control

over the pupils by some of the drivers, created many prob
lems •

Many disciplinary problems grow out of the over

crowded conditions on the buses.
Five of the greatest problems listed by the prin

cipals weres (1) bad roads, (2) to keep buses In satisfac-

tory running order, (3) to care for early arrivals and those
who must remain late, (4) crowded buses, and (5) pupil* leng
day.
The methods of caring for pupils who cru-t arrive at

school before time for school to begin and for those who

must remain after school to await transportation home vary
among the schools studied.

In ninety-seven cases the

buildings wore not open when the first buses arrive and in
ninety-four cases they were required to cone into the building on arrival.

At three hundred and forty-one schools the

transported pupils were free to go where they pleased be-

fore and after school.

Classrooms were open more frequently than any other
rooms for use by the pupils who had to wait. Libraries
were open in only one hundred and fifty-six Instances.

■■■I
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The length of the period pupils nust wait varied

from a few minutes to two hours. However a majority of the
schools liad a period of from forty-one to eighty minutes
when pupils had to wait for school to open or for a bus to

return them home*
More than half of the schools Included in the study

had no program for the waiting pupils and many of these pro
grams which are provided appear to be inadequate to meet

the reeds of the pupils.
The number of problems sho’^n to be the result of the

transportation

system in '"est Virginia enphesizes the nerd

of careful study in order to improve the transportation ser
vice and to care for the pupils through a complete program

for their entire day at school.

X

CHAPTER III

PROPOSED PLANS TO IMPROVE THE QUALITY OF THE PUPIL TRANSPORT
ATION SERVICE AND TO PRO’-IDE A PROGRAM FUR THE PUPILS
WHO MUST FAIT AT SCHOOL
5he establishment of transportation serices In the
school systems in West Virginia has been extensive, and it

seems that in many cases the attention has been centered
upon the quantity rather than quality of service provided.

The problem is, how may the quality of the service

be improved without a great increase in the amount of ex
penditure*

In dealing with the question of financing pu-

pil transportation', Reeder sayss

In spite of these criticisms it cannot be gainsaid
that improvements in all phases of pupil transporta
tion and in the extension of its privileges are being
rapidly made. When the improvements are secured they
are usually accomplished by the expenditure of more
money. When they are not accomplished by larger ex
penditures, they must be accomplished by more effici
ent management - by more efficient expenditure of
present revenues. In any attempt, therefore, to im
prove transportation, one of the first matters to ob
serve is whether more adequate financial support of it
is necessary.^

Adequate financial support should be given by the
state and local agencies to provide safe, efficient and

1 Ward G. Reeder, Mnlnlstration of Pupil TransportaEducation Press, 1939 • p. 147.

'•s
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economical transportation for ell pupils who should be

transported•
There should be cooperation among the states in es-

tablishlng common standards relative to such features as
"safety, comfort, durability, economy, and availability of

repairs."

Such cooperation trould facilitate quantity pro

duction and vculd result in economy in the manufacture of
cheaper and better buses for schools generally.2

Further economies are possible in the policy of purchasing buses.

linancial and administrative plans should

be developed for fleet purchases of buses by the county
boards through the state purchasing departmert. ’.'holes tie
buying would insure tetter prices and consequently a sav
ing for the counties on transportation equipment.?-

The counties should employ a director of pupil trans

portation v’ho has been professionally trained in that field.
In this study it is assumed that the expenditures

for transportation service cannot be expanded very greatly.

Therefore it is necessary to try to devise plans that rill
not require much, additional expenditure and to practice rigid

economy in all phases of pupil transportation. ’she extensive

2. Report of the Southern States Tork Conference on
School Administration, Transportation Section, Daytona Beach,
Florida, June 3-14, 1940. (Mimeographed Bulletin).

3

Ibid.

1

111

(Q

uses of the buses in service in ??est Virginia are a result

of the practice of economy and it is feared that the ex

tension of transportation service to areas not provided
with improved roads, and resulting in the over crowding of

buses, will prove costly instead of being economical. This

opinion seems to be concurred in by many of the principals
with whom the writer has talked.
Obviously the per capita costs of transportation de

creases in proportion to the increase in the number of pu
pils transported on the same bus,» and
in proportion to the
1
number of trips which buses make. 4
Due to the fact that revenues In some of the counties

are insufficient to provide sore transportation facilities,

established bus routes have been extended to include much

additional territory.

Such extensions have in many cases

resulted in over crowding buses and in frequent delays end
breakdowns due to travel over ur.improved roads. The breakdowns and delays resulting from travel over unimproved
roads result in delayed arrivals at school end sometimes

seriously Interrupt the school program.

It has been pointed out that thousands of children,
especially of high school age are denied the advantage
of formal education because transportation is not pro

4 Reeder, op. ci

p. 27
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vided for them, and that thousands more are reoulred
to walk too large a distance. Among the children who
are transported, hundreds of thousands must ride to
and from school in unsafe and uncomfortable vehicles.5

Ae> stated above, the unsatisfactory bus schedules
in -est Virginia in many instances are the result of try

ing to make one bus serve too many pupils.

She deraand

for these extensions in the bus routes have resulted, in
many cases, from a desire on the part of rural pupils for

the privilege of attending high school.

In order to meet

these demands, boards of education have extended the routes
without increasing the transportation facilities.

In many

instances this educational opportunity has been provided

at the inconvenience of a lai ge number of other pupils who

live el ng the route served by the bus, making long waits

and late arrivals at school and home.
rihe improvement of the quality of bus service demands
that a careful study be made of the area to be served.

I he

planning of the transportation routes should receive atten
tion of the school officials for several weeks before school

begins.

In order that the needs of the area may be satis

fied, it is necessary to know about the conditions of bridges

and roads, as well as any changes in the pupil population
within the area.

5 Ibid.

It is bad practice to route buses over

p. 147.

f.2

roads that will be impassible in stormy weather.®

The school officials should prepare a transportation
map of the districts, showing population, conditions of
roads, and necessary stops.

The facts concernin’ the pupil

population residing in the district will have to be in hand
before the map can be constructed.

It may be necessary to

make a survey of the districts to get this information.?

The length of the routes should not be so great
that the bus does not cover the distance in an hour.

c

Eow-f

ever, there are several factors which go into determining
the distance a bus will travel in an hour, such as the type

of road, the number of stops, and the hazards along the
route•

Of course the speed of the bus is to be considered,

but the bus should rot be driven at a greater speed than the

safety of the pupils warrants.
The pupil transportation program should be linked with

the "good roads” program.

The improvement of the roads trav-

eled by the school buses and the elimination of dangerous

railroad crossings and other hazards should be objectives in
every transportation program.
6 Kentucky Department of Education, Annual op PjiP.il
T r a ns nor ta ti on. Educational Bulletin, VIII, I’o.-l, Larch 1940
P. 16, 77.

7 Reeder, on.

8 -oc* cjt.

to P. 19

<-3
It should be a part of every bus driver’s prepara
tion for beginning his duties as a school bus driver to go

over the road and get acquainted with the hazards ’.-hich

ar fa on his route.

He should know where to expect trouble

oh wet and middy roads, and should have knowledge of the

narrow, weak and unguarded bridges.
kno

In fact, he should

every hazard, on the route and be prepared to give- it

special attention on every trip.

Ke should be required to

report every new hazard which develops on the road and give
written suggestions for reeting and removing the hazard.^
through cooperation and road improvement economies

are possible which rruay permit an increase in the facilities

for pupil transportation which would improve both the quan
tity and the quality of bus service, since it is generally

recognized that it costs less to transport pupils over good
10
roads than bad, — less over concrete tian dirt.
V'hen the topography of the area served will permit,

circular routes should be established.
whlch be-'-5ns and ends at school.

This is, a route

This often causes com-

ser.e parents whose children enter the bus first

plaints

and are carried all the way around the route; but it will

9

Reeder ,

£it»» P* 22.

10 Kentucky Dept. of Education, op. clt

P«

?C

often save time in transportation*

The return trip should

be made in the same direction as the trip to school so that

pupils who are first to ent? r the bus in the morning may be
the first to leave it in the afternoon. Io eliainate the

discontent which results because of this practice the bus
may be driven in one direction for a month or a sene step
and then driven in the opposite direction for a like period.
The shoe-string route is one that begins at the re

mote end of the area and runs to the school, collecting the
pupils on the way in.

In such cases, unless the buses are

housed at the remote end of the route, Instead of at school,
it is necessary to make the trip to the starting point with

an empty bus, thus doubling the milage for the driver.
Second and third trips often cause much difficulty before and after school where pupils are forced to wait. This

situation is described by Reeder in the following quotation:
When double routes are used, it is advantageous if
the one driven last consists of the circular type since
it will begin and end at the school. A short circular
route may often be combined with a longer shoe-string
route. In such a practice the time required to cover
the short route should not exceed thirty minutes, be
cause there are objections to having one group of chil
dren arrive at the school several minutes in advance of
the others and to dismissing two groups at a similar in
terval. When the time schedule is not the same for all
pupils, teachers and school officials find difficulty
in adjusting the daily programs; moreover discipline
frequently becomes a problem.

ll Reeder,- op* cit.* p. 27

Ill
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It is reasonable to believe that most counties are
doing the best they can with the amount of money they have

at their disposal for transportation, and cany of then are
hoping to have more money from the state. However this

warning is sounded by Reeder which is very applicable to

V?est Virginia:

Although single routes are always preferred, they
may prove to be expensivej in other words, the incon
venience of double routes, and possibly triple routes,
must often be tolerated in the interest of financial
economy
in the interest of saving money for tax
payers or of using the money saved to give a tetter
type of schooling, ihe best system of transportation
in the world avails little if it serves a school with
inferior teachers, meager equipment, and other faci
lities of poor quality. Transportation^should always
be regarded es a means, not as an end.1
If the quality of the transportation service is to

be improved it necessarily must be done as a result of care-

ful study of all of the factors involved and the best practiees t within the means of the counties, adopted*

I. TKL EUS PRIVES

0 he school bus driver is, or at least should be, the
most important person in the pupil transportation system.
One authority states:

Cne of the most important functions of school offi
cials in operating a successful transportation program

12 Ibid*

(6

consists of the employment of school bus drivers. A
dependable bus driver for every school bus is absolute
ly essential for the successful operation ard mainten
ance of buses. The best driver obtainable is none too
good for the safety of school children. School officials
should use every precaution in the selection of a school
bus driver.13

he position is so new that it has not become so well

developed as that of the teacher or the administrator. Reeder says that in many instances today the position is given
to a ’’derelict or a cripple, to a politician or a politician’s friend, to a ne’er-do-well, or an unqualified pauper,

or to some ether type of unqualified person, fepotism is
ciore frequent in this position than ony other school posi

tion,” 14
It is very definitely the responsibility of the lo
cal boards of education to employ the school bus driver,

and the board must acknowledge this responsibility. IIowever, the state legislature, the state department of educa-

tion, and the state highway patrols of Test Virginia Save
duties which should not be neglected, The state motor ve-

hide code, the rulings of the state board of education, .
ar^d the safety department should make a general basic quali-

fications for school bus drivers.

ihese qualifications in

13 Kentucky Department of Education,
of TransDort.ation, Educational Bulletin, VII, No.
1939, p. 302.
14 Reeder, £2* £|t., P* 33*

**ui>

(•?
terras of laws and rulings should weed out the undesirable
applicants; and forestall the efforts of certain •’local

powers'' to dictate in. the hiring of school bus drivers*
The local boards can further tend to standardize

the employment practice by adopting rules and regulations

setting forth the qualifications of bus drivers. Such rules
and regulations may contain items relative to habits and

character which would eliminate undesirable applicants who
may not be disqualified by the laws and rulings of-the state

agencies mentioned above.

The local board must also inter

pret and apply the rules end regulations of the state author
ities, as well as its own.

It is necessary for the local

board of education ”to exercise good judgraent in evaluating
certain personal traits and qualities wlilch cannot be describ

ed or evaluated by any set of rules.k15
The question presents itself as to what qualifications

the board should set up as a standard for the bus driver. In
Fest Virginia the state board of education, the state high-

way commission, and the department of safety have made and
published definite minimum requirements for school bus drlv-

ers.^6

These requirements include regulations concerning

15 Snfety in Punil Transportatioiu Research Sulletin,
Rational I ducation Association, XIV, November 193’ » p.22>-2^o.
16 West Virginia Pepartment of Education.
School Bus ^rivers. Form 11. p. 2

£2£
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mlnlnruEi age, physical examination, chauffeur’s license,
special school bus driver’s license, inspection of buses

and examination of bus drivers in actual driving tests,
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well as in the subjects of safety and first aid.

Mules have also been published governing the condi-

tlon of buses and the relationship of bus drivers and pu
pils in transit, with an idea of standardizing the prac
tices in the state,

lhe state agencies have issued rulings

forbidding tho use of liquor on the bus or by the driver,

and the use of tobacco or profane© and obscene language on

the buses.
It is one purpose of this study to cake specific re

eorv’endations , concerning the qualifications of bus drivers.
Each cf the above mentioned items will be considered in the

following pages.

fualifjeg;tiers o£ the bus driver.

The qualifications

of any employee can be determined only after a recognition
of the duties which he Is expected to perform. She school

bus driver has three outstanding duties, namelys

(1) to

transport the pupils safely and with proper regard for their
health and comfort, (2) to exercise a desirable educational

Influence over the pupils, and (3) to maintain proper custody
over the bus which he operates. lz

Journal states the case as follows*

Tbe riementary School

c?
/he bus driver, a new corer among school employees
has ’ important work to do and much defends upon tke effi
ciency with which he does it. ills first resnonsibility,
of course, is the safety of the children committed to
his care. This responsibility Involves something more
than avoidance of accidentsj it involves the attention
to the health and comfort c.f the pupils. In a very
r«al sense the bus driver is a teacher. For at least
a part of the day the pupils are under his care, ard
his influence may be demoralizing or it may contribute
much to the development cf good citizenship.*e
his responsibility suggests a nature person with
sound judgment and stable dependability. The age Units

recommended in relation to the feud drivers are that he
should not be less than twenty-one years of age.

ills is

in keeping with the state law end the reeoEincndations of

The Rational £ ?;fety Covxicil.
There seetns to be little or no agreement as to what

the maximum ng® should be.

Reeder says:

•'The rules and

regulations of local boards on this matter, when they have

a pronouncement on it, vary widely, ranging all the way
from fifty to seventy years.”*?

However, two states, Ken

tucky and Kansas, suggest that no driver be employed who
is more than fifty

r
i

t

years of age, for advancing years bring
Research Bulletin, oj. cit., p. 225-228

- ~
, ’’helpful
in the
IB _1-lenentgry
Tckonl
JournalGuide
,
Administration of Pupil Transportation,” April 1939, P» 574*

19 feeder, on. cit.. P. 37
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changes which definitely affect driving skill. Vision,

hearing, and general health are more likely to fail than
to improve.

Tests made at the Massachusetts Ctate College show
that brake reaction time grows increasingly slower
after twenty-tluree years of age. Changing froa .41
seconds at the age of twenty-three to an average of
.47 seconds at the age of sixty-five. Other test re
veal a distinct loss in coordination between eyes and
hand in steering an automobile after the age of fiftyfour years.cU

Of course, some men are older at fifty years than
others at seventy.

The only way to discover this is

through a systematic physical examination.
All bus drivers should be required to pass a rigid

physical examination administered by a regularly practic
ing physician, to determine their physical fitness at the

time of employment

A check should be made at least twice

annually as long as they are employed as school bus drivers.
No one should be employed as a bus driver who has a cosznuni-

cable disea.se, or any defect that would impair his efficiency

and effectiveness.
The Committee on Safety of the National Association
of Kotor Bus Operators has recommended thati

All bus drivers must undergo physical examination be
fore be ng employed and trice each y ar after enployrnnt
and that only men who are in pliysical condition that will

20 N. E. A. research Bulletin, on. clt., p. 2C-6.

permit then to drive safely be employed or retained in
employment as bus drivers. Such physical examination
must include vision end hearing tests.4*
The safety and efficiency of transporting the gener
al public should be no more sacred than the transportation

of school childi'cn.
The bus driver should feve Icnov/ledge of the trans

portation Tars of the state and of the practices and regu

lations of the local school board.

At the time of secur-

ing his school bus drivcr’s license the applicant should he

required to take a thorough examination covering these
points carefully.

The examination should be partly written

and partly oral, and finally an actual driving fest should
be given.
The written test should cover the lavs and regula-

tions of the state authorities as well as those of the

authorities of the local area governing pupil transportatlon and bus driving.

Ar oral test should be given to make

sure the applicant is familiar with local conditions which

demand especial attention, such as, crossings, narrow or
unguardcd bridges, blind curves, unguarded precipices, and
other hazards.

His reaction should be noted in relation to

21 National Association of Kotor Bus Operators, Report of Committee on Srfetv in Sixth Annual Convention,
p. 45
Washington, D. C., The Association, 1932, p*
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such emergencies as he might expect to reet at such places,
It is further suggested that school bus drivers should be

given an actual road test.

7 hey should be required to

drive the bus ever at least a part of the route they expect to drive if employed. 9 he route selected for the

test should include sone-cf the hazards mentioned above.

A Kentucky State Board of Education Bulletin states thati
The driver of a school bus may meet the letter of
every requirement adopted by those in authority and
still prove incompetent because of indifference, care
lessness, or unsafe driving habits. She driver’s
safety record and an intimate knowledge of hiv tustom.ary driving practices should be regarded os the ulti
mate test of his fitness for continuance in service or
his replacement.22

Character traits and habits of a school bus driver

should be considered almost as carefull,'/ as those of a
If the bus driver does not possess good noral

teacher

character and good habits, his influence is likely to handi
cap the development of those liabits among the pupils. If

he does not possess these traits the pupils are not likely

to respect him.

If the pupils do not respect him he vd.ll

likely find the problem of discipline to be difficult.

Heeder states that:
The bus driver is in a position to exercise a large
educational influence upon the pupils whom he transports.

22 Kentucky Department of 2 dueetion, Barral on Pvnil
Transportation, Educational bulletin, VII, No. !>', «ruly 1939
P. 229
23 II.

A. Research Bulletin, or>. pit., p. 207

I
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They must spend several minutes dally uncer his jtrlsdiction, and his jurisdiction my be exercised wisely
or unwisely. He has charge of pupil discipline in the
bus end the way in which this is handled nay be deroralizing or contributory to the development of good
habits, There considerations make it necessary for him
to be a person of clean mind and body, to have good in
telligence, and to possess a large amount of coratcn
sense
Furthermore, he should possess certain traits and
qualities which would add to his prestige and efficiency;

for example, he should be neat and pleasant in appearance,
tactful in the management of children, and be capable of

maintaining order in the hus without friction.,
Under headings of morals, character, and personal
appearance the Kentucky Board of Education suggests that

every school bus driver should possess the following qual

ities and traits:

Mo person should be employed or kept in service as
a driver cf a school bus who uses intoxicating lienors j
he r ust not use tobacco while in the bus or ;n the
school grounds; and he must refrain from the use of
profane or indecent language.

He must be thoroughly reliable, and of good repute;
a person whom the children will respect, and whose act
ions should result in constructive influence over the
pupils. He must be capable of raintaining order • •
Drivers should be required to keep clean and neat
while opera ting a school bus.2-'

24 Feeder, p,p. cit., p. 34

25 K. I. A. Research Bulletin, on. c£t., p. 207

26 Kentucky Department of Education, X&wl SB
Trans portal ion, Educational Bulletin, IV, to.
April i>o«

»• 35-377
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The State Department of Education of 7'e t Virginia

recommends that school bus drivers should wear the adopted

uniform.

Many cf the county boards require this to be done.

BTary of the drivers even though they conform, object be
cause of the expense involved in purchasing the uniforms
out of the meager salaries they receive.

Izalnlas of 122S.

In

Virginia.

The prin

cipals of rest Virginia schools receiving the questionnaire
were asked concerning the scholastic training of bus drlvers.

fix hundred and eighty-nine of the seven hundred and

one principals replied to the questions wholly or in part*

The questions and the principals* replies are given in

Table XU I.
This table shows that a majority of the principals

believe that a driver trained in "pupil nanagenent” would

improve the situation on the bus. Three hundred and forty
of the principals, or 48.5 per cent, answered "yes;” two
hundred and ninety-three answered ”ho,° and sixty-eight

failed to answr the question.

Cue hundred and fifty-four principals returning
questionnaires favored requiring the bus drivers to take

a course in "pupil accounting,’* four hundred and seventyfive were opposed, and seventy-two failed to answer the

question.

Two hundred and fifty-four would have the driv-

-
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er take a course in "psychology." Three hundred and
forty-eight principals anancre-d "ro," and rdnety-nine
felled to answer.

Six hundred and forty-cne principals, or 91.5 per
cent, would have bus drivers take a course in "auto nechanics.” Forty-six, or 6.5 per cent, would not require

such a course, and fourteen, or 2 per cent, failed to
answer.

In answer to question 2 of tho table, three hun
dred and ninety of the principals returning question

nalre reported favoring the certification of bus drivers.
Such certification is to be based on sone such program of

training as suggested in question 2 of the table, plus the
present requireiBents for qualifications as e bus driver.

The tliree hundred and ninety principals were 55*6 por cent
of the total number returning questionnaires. One hun

dred and forty-one principals were opposed to including

such training in the requirements for certification of bus

drivers•

One hundred and seventy principals failed to

answer the question.
!Zany consents were included in the replies of the

principals, the gist of which can be stated rather briefly.
The probable cost of giving such instruction would likely
be out of proportion to benefits derived in tenas of in-

proved bus service and driver efficiency. That the acney
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TABLE XIII

OPINION OF PRINCIPALS CONCERNING DRAINING AND CER5IFICAII0N
NEEDED FOR BUS DRIVER

Questions

1

of Principals Rr.nlylrg
Yes
.__ t'o
Per
Num Per
Num
ber
Cent
Cent
ber

i. umber

In addition to
'safety and first
aid” instruction
now required; and
provided that it
could be given
without cost to
the driver, would
you favor requir
ing the bus driver
to take courses in
sue h sub. j ec t s as:
a. Pupil Manage
ment
b. Pupil Account
ing
c. Psychology
d» Auto Mechanics

Failed to
__Answer
liven- rer
her Cent

340

48.5

293

41.8

68

9.7

154
254
641

21.9

67.7

36.3
91.5

475
343

72
99
14

10.4
14.1
2.0

2. Do you favor the
certification of
bus drivers on
the present re
quirements plus
some such require
ments as suggest
ed above.
390

55.6

20.1 170

24.3

49.6

6.5

141
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could be spent to a greater advantage in the various school

systems of the state seems evident. Some of the principals
reporting suggested short courses for bus drivers at the

state university. or at the various state schools —
teacher training institutions being most frequently ncn-

tioned «

Others suggested institutes to be held in the conn

ties for bus drivers and that all drivers in the county be

required to attend.
Of course, such a program would have to be. intro

duced gradually*

Probably the best method would be to

issue a warning, setting a date, say July of 194?, after

wliich time all new drivers employed would he required to
have a certificate based on the training program suggested
above.

Pix>visions should be made to permit the drivers al-

I'eady employed to qualify while in service. However, if
the training were to be given in institutes in the swrnser
immediately preceding the period of employment, 811 of the

bus drivers could attend.

Conferences or institutes could

be held at various times during the year for further in
struetion.

School bus drivers’ institutes could be held

on the sane days teachers* meetings are in progress with

out interfering In any way with the transportation service

to or from school.

5
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The principals were asked, ’That other courses would
you suggest for the bus driver than the ones mentioned in

the previous paragraphs? The replies of the principals to

this question are suT-jnarized in Table XIV.
Table XIV shows that the principals are concerned

about the driving skill and "first aid" knowledge of the

drivers•

Three hundred and ninety-eight, or 36.05 per

cent cf the subjects listed, suggested "bus driving”
courses

The next iten, "advanced first aid,” was list-

ed by three hundred and six, or 27•71 per cent of the total

sub 4 ect s 11 s ted •

Twa hundred and clgkty-five, or 25.81

per cent, would have drivers study "courtesy and etiquette.”
Bus drivers should be tx’ained as teachers in the opinion

of one hundred end fifteen of the principals, or 10.41 per
cent.

Several of the principals made no suggestions, and

a few stated that the courses suggested In the questionnaire

Fere sufficient.
The requirements for the bus driver’s certificate

would cover two fields, such ass
(1) Those things to be set as einlsua qualifications

by the code and official agencies of the state
as follows:
a » Age, lainisjufls and maxlmuia

b. Jtinimujs of experience

T}

TABLE XIV

SUBJECTS LISTED IN ADDITION TO THOSE SUGGESTED IN THE
QUESTIONNAIRE BY THE PRINCIPALS AND THE JFJfflER GF*
PRINCIPALS LISTING THE SUBJECTS

Subjects Listed by

Principals Listing the Subjects
.... I'u&ber...
Percent

1. Bus Driving Course

398

2. Advanced First Aid

306

3* Courtesy and Etiquette

2E5

25.81

4. Teacher Training

115

.0.41

Subject Listings Total 1104

99.98

36.05
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c. Physical fitness - on the basis of a phy
sician’s examination

el. Ability to drive a bus safely, and effici
ently

e. A thorough knowledge of transportation laws
and driving practices; determined by tests
written, oral, and road

f • Satisfactory character and habits

g. Knowledge of safety practices and first aid.

(2) Scholastic training:

Bus drivers should have

training in such subjects ns would increase their personal
efficiency for the job and prepare then to deal core satis

factorily with the pupils on the bus, and in those subjects
which should give a more sympathetic understanding of the

problems of the pupils they transport. Beginning bus

drivers should be at least high school graduates.
Each person who meets the above standards should be

certificated for one year.

The certificate should be re

nc'-ted to employed drivers of last year who can pass the
physical examination and who continue to possess good ehar-

acter, good habits, and who retain their driving efficiency.2? She certificate should be Issued by the counties
under the authority delegated by the state board of educa

tion.

27 Reeder, op.

Pe 43
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No doubt there would be a surplus’ of persons hold

ing such bus driver certificates and there would be wide
differences in the qualifications of these persons. The

school officials should know the relative abilities of the

applicants and each one should be carefully selected, However, the final choice must be made on the basis of the
best man to be had for the pay offered.

II. SALARIES AND TENURE OF PUS DRIVERS

The principals* comments accoaparying the qucstlonnaire returns stated frequently that the school bus drivers
in ’"est Virginia were not paid enough for the work they did.
t'ake the pay "commensurate with the duties" was the nost
frequent expression used by the principals. A few s tated.

however, that their pay is better than that of teachers
and the preparation for the job not nearly so costly.
If ths driver cannot be paid a living wage for driv-

ing the bus, some other duties should bo found for him

around the school building or in the bus garage; if he has
no other occupation irhich would supplement the pay. Hew-

ever, if the buses must make two or three trips each morn
ing and afternoon, the total number of hours which the
driver must work will not leave him much time for extra jobs.
rv

The per capita pupil transportation costs would tend to be
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lowered as the use of the bus Increased. The amount of

money to be allocated from the state’s Foundation Progran
for pupil transportation should be on a per pupil roafi-

mile basis.

Then, in the areas where a maxinum use is

made of the bus, the per capita costs of pupil transporta

tion would be low enough to permit the board to pay the

bus driver a fair wage.

feeder consents on the bus driv

er* s salaries as follows*
Since there is certain to be a relation between the
salaries and qualifications of school bus drivers, at
tempt should be made by school officials to pay enough
to secure persons of desirable qualifications. That
the salary should, be will, of course, be determined
largely by local conditions such as the qost of living
and the supply of and demand for labor
The national Fducation Association’s Research Bulle

tin discussing the question of salaries for school bus
drivers has the following to says
Competent school bus drivers are not obtained by
selecting those who are willing to accept the lowest
wages. In this matter as in most instances school
boards get the kind of service for which they pay. One
of the common reasons for the employment of poorly qual
ified school bus clriv- rs is that no competent drivers
can be had for the wages offered. Salary levels which
. vary widely from one county to another are to be ex
pected, but in every school district the salary rsnge
should be high enough so^that competency may be the
criteria for selection.2^

Tenure.

Probably in no part of the school per

son el is there such a r apid turnover as among the bus

drivers.

Most of the drivers are hired for a year and a

28 bleeder, op. cit♦ ♦ P* 44.
29 K. h,. A. Research ’• ulletin, op. clt., p. 207

1
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great number of them are not rehired even though their ser

vices are satisfactory.

It has seemed, too, that many of

the drivers have been driving a school bus because they

could get no other employment at the time. Especially dur
ing the worst years of the depression did this situation

exist.

It seemed that no sooner than the driver became ac

quainted with his work than he resigned or was dismissed.

With this constant turnover in the driver personnel
it kept the school officials busy training new drivers.
The low salaries paid, however, were partly to blame for
this condition continuing to exist as the economic condi

tions of the state improved.
I

Another cause responsible

for this condition had been the basis used in the selection
of the drivers.

It seems to be the concensus of opinion

of the principals that ’’politics'' and ’'nepotism" enter too
often in the selection of school bus drivers. Reeder says,

if the tenure of the bus driver is to be improved:
Steps should be taken to reduce the large turnover.
It can be reduced only by removing its causes. Some
of the causes are inadequate salaries, competitive
bidding, short-term contracts, the employment of
student drivers, and the selection of drivers, on ex
traneous bases such as "politics" or relationship to
board members. Remove them, those causes ar-d the
tenure of bus drivers will be increased, 30

30 Reeder on. cit., p, 4^-46
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The principals were asked, ’’Pould you favor includ

ing school bus drivers in the provisions of the present
teacher tenure law of West Virginia''*531 The replies of the

principals are tabulated in Table XV.
This table shows th t three hundred and ninety-four
p incipals, or £6 *2 per cent of the principals who return

ed questionnaires, favored including bus drivers in the pro
visions of the Tenure Law.

however, the table shows that

approximately 59 per cent of the principals who answered

the question favored such action. Two hundred and seventy-eight principals were opposed to applying the Tenure

Law to bus drivers, a d twenty-nine failed to answer the

question.

Several of those who answered no, added the statement ’’not with the present political basis of employment."
Others s bated ’’not until more rigid requirements are provided for employment.”

Of course , if bus driver contracts were to becoee

c ntlnuing contracts they should ca ry sone qualifying
clauses in regard to the physical examination and contlnu-

ed driving effectiveness*

It probably would be necessary

31 On or after July 1, l$40, a teacher’s contract
shall be a continuing contract of employment and s.iall re
main in full force and effect except as modified by mutual
consent cf school board and teacher, "bsj H-’fflwA -c,°.9,i
.La’1’, Article VII, Sec. 1, Chapter 18. (H.B. *303 passea
inarch 11, 1939*
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TABLE XV
DISTRIBUTION OF THE PITLIXS TO THE CUESTIOH
OF IFXJLUDING BUS DRIVERS IB THE PROVISIONS
GF THF TENURE LAW

Question

Do you favor the
inclusion of bus
drivers in the
provisions of the
Tenure Law?

_ Principals1 replies
Failed to
_ Yes
r’o
/nsrer
lum- Per
’’uei- Per !wa- Per
Cent her
b£ r
Cent
bcr

394

56.2

278

39.6 2?

4.2

£6

to provide for earlier retirement ages for bus drivers.

The continuing contracts should have a stabilizing effect
on the turnover, and if this step c uld betaken soon it
would tend to attract better men to the occupation of

school bus driving*

Then if the salaries could he rede

commensurate with the services performed there should be

plenty of excellent drivers to select from when it Is nec
essary to employ a new bus driver.

However,. including the bus driver in the provisions
of the Tenure Law does net require the expenditure of any

fimds and would tend to reduce the expense and inefficiency
which results from frequent selecting and training of rev

drivers *
III. PLASS 10 CARE FOR PUPILS MiO W3T FAIT BEFORE AID AFTER
SCHOOL
Among the seven hundred and one schools included In

the study there are several which have adequate transportation facilities to care for the pupils. However, it was

shown in Table IX that in 66 per cent of the schools from

which questionnaires were returned, the pupils, in order
to reet transportation schedules, are required to wait

before and after school for periods ranging fron fortyone to one hundred minutes*

Less than one third of the

principals reported that any program is provided for tie

■

!

P7

pupils who must wait at school for the school schedule to

begin, or after school for transportation hone.
She principals were asked , ”What do you suggest for
the pupils who rust wait before and after school?”

a heir

suggestions are suraaarized in Table XVI,
A study of Table XVI shows that three hundred and

seventy-three principals recommend a program of super

vised physical education for the pupils who rust wait at
school for the daily program to begin or for their buses.

Three hundred and sixty-eight principals, or 52.5 per
cent, listed ‘'athletics - play and recreational activity’1

for their transported pupils, "fupervlsed study to ellminete need for home work” was listed by two hundred and

ninety-one, or 42. 5
h per cent of the principals. One hun-

dred and seventy-eight would have a "hobby tine" for their
pupils who must wait before and after school. “Eotion
pictures and radio” was mentioned by one hundred and six-

ty-nine pr' nci pals.

One hundred end sixty principals

suggested "dancing ©nd group singing.”
Comments accompanying the questionnaire returns

indicated that many of the principals had been concerned
with th© problem of providing programs for the pupils who

must wait even though they had not put their ideas into

practice.

The recent origin of this problem in many in

stances has not given time for a definite practice to be-
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TABLE XVI

ACTIVITIES SUGGESTED BY PRINCIPALS FOR PUPILS WHO MUST
WAIT BEFORE AL’D AFTER SCHOOL DUE TO BUS SCHEDULES

Activities Suggested

fi

0

Number Principals Suggesting
____ Particular Activity
Humber
Per Cent

1. Physical education program
supervised by teachers

373

53.2

2. Athletics - play and
recreational activity

368

52.5

3. Supervised study to elimi
nate need for home wrk

2?1

42.5

4. Hobby time

178

25.4

5. Motion Pictures and Radio

169

24.1

6. Reading and game room

160

22.8

7. Dancing ■ rd group singing

154

21.9
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come established*

Several of the principal repo ted tliat

they had adopted a staggered schedule of classes and had
lengthened the school day and found that this pion had
eliminated the problem of waiting in their particular

schools.

These principals recomrsended that all schools

stagger the class schedule in order to eliminate the r<ec~

essity of pupils waiting before end after school. Cever
al schools were using the stagger schedule to some extent

but reported that they had pupils waiting for an hour or
more*

Three plans will be presented to care for the pu

pils who have enforced waits before and aftr school as
a result of the transportation schedules* The first is
the ’’stagger schedule” plan*

It is assumed thet the pu-

pils will be required to remain at school during the tine
of waiting, except
©xcept as certain Individuals may be excused

by the teacher in charge*
The eV g~er ■cfr.edule. .plan*

The trrm stagger schedule,

as used here, means that school begins early for those pu
pils who come in on the first buses* These are placed in
early classes, while later arrivals begin school at the be

ginning of the second period*

Reeder says that, ”th< nec

essity of beginning class schedules at a different tine re

quires dismissals at like intervals which results in con
i

II

fusion and disciplinary difficulties."

H

5
I

J
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Schools which are served by buses that must rake two
trips each morning and each evening can use the stagger

plan to an advantage, since a number of pupils will arrive

at school at an early hour and must wait while rhe bus
makes the second trip.

The plan in practice will be described in detail as
it should operate in a definite situation.

For example, an

imaginary school will be selected which represents the average for the seven hundred and one schools included in the
study.

The imaginary school wil*: enroll approximately 2JO

pupils, about half of whom are transported an average dis-

tance of eight miles to and from school. The longest trip
would be twenty miles.

It is probable that the stagger

plan will work better in secondary schools than in the ele-

mentary schools.
The early buses should carry about half of the trans
ported pupils which vjould be approximately 90 children.

The

staggered schedule would provide for school to begin for

these pupils at 8»00 o’clock in the morning, rhile the
buses made the second trip, these pupils would be in school
rather than waiting for school to begin.

The teachers and

the pupils who begin at 8:00 o’clock would be through at

3xOC.

Such pupils would then board the buses ior the return

trip home.

The pupils and teachers who began school at 9:00

o’ clock would be dismissed at 4:00.

The transported pupils

I?
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1
!

would be returned home on the second bus trip.

Thus the pu-

pils who arrived early would leave early and the tine of

welting would be lessened by the length of one school peri
-

od.

If there were not enough transported pupils to arrange
class schedules in each grade, then the number could be augRented by enrolling enotigh of the non-transported pupil to

complete the class roll.

If there were sone pupils who wore

not reciting the first period they schould be given a study

or library period.

however, several of the schools included

in the study could not call on non-transported pupils to fill

up classes, since some of trie schools transport $0 per cent

or more of the pupils enrolled.

After school begins there would be no distinction be-

tween transported and n.">n-transportcd pupils. The school

schedule would contain one home room period immediately
after lunch for all of the pupils. Eismissal of the pupils

for the first buses need not result in confusion since only

those who were through for the day would be dismissed.
This plan is recommended for each school that can use
it, since it attempts to relieve the situation through the

staggering of class schedules, and does not require extra
teacher assignments or additional transportation facilities.
In fact, in some instances, it suggests a possible increase

i

ft r

J
3
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in the use of the bus.

Difficulty, however, results in mak

ing class schedules if the school is not large enough to require two or more sections of the required subjects in the
course of study, unless the teaching force is increased.
T

£ extra-curricular or club plan.

Ihis plan is sug-

gested as a possibility for some situations.

The plan in

volves the selection of a teacher of marked ability or espec

ial training in organizing and promoting extra-curricular

activities.

The teacher should be above the average in

ability to inspire the pupils to carry on for themselves,

under her expert direction.

She should be willing and able

to guide, direct, and develop student leadership. The hours
of the teacher will necessarily have to be arranged arc care
exercised to avoid overloading.

A verity of clubs would be needed to meet the demands
of the pupils for an interesting activity.

It is essential

that the program be built on pupil Interest if it is to sat
isfy.
In the main, the clubs should be entertaining and re
creational in nature; however, special interest groups

should not be overlooked.

The stamp collectors, model

builders, photographers, and any others with special inter

ests or hobbies should be encouraged and given a place in

the program.
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The play out of doors or in the gymnasium should be
taken care of thorugh organized and supervised athletic and

recreational clubs.

The officers of the clubs would fur-

nish the leadership and supervision for the activity under

the supervision of the teacher.
A library-study hall should be a part of the pro-

I

gram, and a teacher should be on duty to provide necessary

aid for pupils who wish to study or read

Duty in the lib-

rery could be rotated among the teachers, each being assign
ed to such duty by the principal.

This plan involved the assignment of one or more

teachers to the periods before and after s chool in which
pupils are

forced to wait for school to open or for a bus

to take them hone.

Fewer regular teaching periods could

be required and possibly two hours off sone tine in the
day would equalize the load of tho activities teacher with

1

otliers of the staff.

Another plan would be to rotate two

or more teachers for this duty.

If tills were inconvenient

or not possible a small increase in salary should be pro
vided for the teacher assigned to direct the before and

after school activities.

I
The social activities Plan.

This plan is the one

definitely recommended for use in all of the schools where
it can be used.

And it is flexible enough to be adapted

?4

to either large or small schools.

The second plan could

be changed into the social activity plan by changing the

emphasis placed on clubs to social situations.

Such situ-

ations would provide for the individuals of the group

through social activity based on the interest or natural

bent of the nupils themselves.

She main objective would be to provide situations
in which the boy or girl could revet normally with others
in the situations selected by t’ em. The whole plan is
based on freedom of choice and voluntary participation by

the pupils in a program broad enough to include and interest each pupil in the whole group.

2'he pupils would be

required to remain on the school grounds during the wait

ing periods.
Sports and games.

The social activities plan pre-

sunns that the school has a pliysical education teacher.

And one phase of the program is placed under his supervision and direction.

'-he physical education department

would be responsible for a recreational program in the
gymnasium and out of doors when the we ther permitted.

This program would include intramural sports and games.

Leagues should be organised for such team games as volleyball, basketball, and softball.

5©ornaments should be

held for ping pong, badminton, horse-shoes, checkers, and

■
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etc.

There should be equipment and opportunity provided

for individual play as the pupil might wish.

Fuch a program of sports and play should build
morale and spirit for th® school.

The tinld rural pupils

would be brought into the activity and their natural re

serve end reluctance would give way to the influence of the
new environment.

This should tend to aid in the social devel

opment of the pupils.
A transported pupils1 intrscniral board could be or
ganised among the boys and girls who must wait before end
after school.

This board ‘would direct this part of the gen

eral program und®* the supervision of the physical educa

tion teacher.

In this way a number of pupils would be given

a chance to gain leadership experience end to learn how to
accept responsibilities who would not otherwise.
Jdbrayy study hall.

The second phase of the social

activities plan would center around the library which would
be open for general reading end study. She hour spent in

wait'ng for school to begin or for a bus at the close of
the day could be used by the pupil in the preparation of
I

ies sons for the next day. There should be plenty of news
papers, magazines, and books available at all times.

The

library should be under the supervision of a teacher with

as many pupil volunteer helpers as needed to care for the
situation.
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Social activities room• The heart of tils plan is

!

the social room which is really a social laboratory for the

development of the social side of pupils.
The social room should be in the auditorium or some

other room large enough to accommodate all who wish to cone
in*

It should be the social center of the school for the

pupils who wish to play, sing, visit, or rest - for there

ar© some who will need rest as much as activity when they
arrive.?2 There should be a piano, radio, and a motion
picture machine in the room as a part of the general ccuipment*

Checkers, dominoes, and other games should be avail-

able*

In charge of the social activity room should be a
tescher who is capable of directing such activities. rhe
should be able to enter into the spirit of the hour end
keep the program going for the benefit of those who are en
trusted to her supervision.

Such a situation becomes a laboratory for teaching

manners, social customs, and eitquette, essential for giv
ing boys and girls confidence and making then feel at eac;e
in informal social groups of which they so frequently find

themselves members.

Timidity and backwardness will be over-

C» Lembert
32 A, C,
Lambert > "Length of Sc'col Day for Iransported Pupils,” xjftmerican
_______"chool Hoard Journalt September 1939,
p, 4J—46,

4
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come by many of the pupils through participation in such

gror.p activities.
Leadership is developed among the pupils and used

in directing much of the activity in the social room under

the guidance of the teacher in charge. Informal programs

should be given by the pupils for their own entertainment.
lhese entertainments programs may include a variety of

numbers such as jokes, stunts, readings, dremtic sketches,
instrumental and vocal selections.

Moving pictures should be utilized when possible, and
I

I

by all means a radio should be available for the gc-neral en
tertainment of those pupils who are not interested in other
programs going on at the time.

Group sing ng occasionally

should prove popular and serve a need in the program.

dancing should have
gI*8Ei>
r

nowverj
However

Social

its place in the social activities pro-

the attitude of the community should prob-

ably be considered before tills activity is introduced as a
part of the program provided.
IV. CV/i’JjRY

It is reasonable to assume that expenditures for pu

pil transportation in ^est Virginia will not be greatly inI

ll

creased at the present tine.

Iherefore, it is necesrary

for improvement in the q uality of bus service to result

from other sources than Increased revenue. Careful plan-
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ning of routes and bus schedules is necessary to Improve
the quality of the service.

The most economical practices

should be studied and adopted in order to increase the facil
ities through savings which result from such economies.
The situation on the buses can be imporved through

tho careful selection and training of the bus drivers. Ado-

quate salaries and stability in tenure will attract better

men to these positions end help to hold the good men already
employed «
Three programs are suggested for relieving the situe-

tion at schools where the transported pupils are required to
wait because of an unsatisfactory bus schedule.

(1) -he

stagger schedule plan tends to reduce the time pupils must
wait by arrangement of class schedules to care for those

pupils who arrix’Q early and those who must remain late,

(2)

The extra-curricular plan seeks to care for the pupils
through supervised library-study hall and a club program.

(3) The social activities plan proposes organized and dir
ected play activity* supervised library and study hall* and

a social activity room which provides informal social situa
tions, with a teacher in charge to guide the pupil activity.

i

CHAPTER IV
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The purpose of this study has been:

(1) To deter

mine the present practices in the pupil transportation

1

programs of West Virginia; (2) To devise a program for

f

the early arrivals and for those who must stay late, in

1

terms of their needs; (3) To suggest ways to Inprove the
■f

i

situation on the bus through the increased skill and efficiency of the bus drivers; (4) To try to focus attention
on the problem, Loth through the process of collecting

4

I

data and through the findings of the study and to stimulate
I

further research on this problem; (J) To improve the situa-

1

tion on the Lus through an improved pupil-bus driver relationsiiip, which should result from the employment of drivi

ers who are better qualified to deal successfully with the

pupils they transport.
The acuteness of the problem in ’est Virginia is due
in part to the rapid increase in enrollment in the state.

During the last ten years the increase in the number of pu

pils transported lias averaged eight thousand annually* This
increase has been due in part to the extension of the trans
portation s< rvice to rural areas and in part to the consol-

i

=

==

ICO
idation of small rural schools. 1trough the extension of

bus routes, hundreds of Vest Virginia pupils are afforded
an opportunity for the first time to attend high school.

The study was Fsede from bulletins and records of the

state department of education, questionnaires, and inter
views .

The schools included in the investigation enrolled
150,100 pupils of whom 101,017 were transported to and from

school.

The average distance these pupils are transported

is 8.7 miles, and the longest trip any bus makes is forty-

six miles.

Pupil transportation is provided for by statute in
Vest Virginia.

The State Road Comaission and the State Do-

partment of Safety cooperate with the State Board of Educa

tion in the issuance of rules and regulations govern'ng pupil transportation.
The data show that In approximately 66 per cent of
the schools pupils must wait from 41 to 100 minutes from the

time the first buses arrive in the morning until school opens,

and that in 63 per cent of the schools pupils must wait a

similar length of time aftei* school is out for buses to re

turn them to their homes.
Prorrans Inching«

In approxim-tely 53.1 per cent of

the schools there was no program provided for the periods of

r
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enforced waiting before and after schooland In severe!

cases where programs were attempted they seemed inadequate•

7he principals believe that a well plannedt supervised
"physical education1'’ program should be provided for the pu
pils who have to waiu at ^hool because of unsatisfactory
transportation schedules•

Erlneinalg state their problems.

In the oplni ns of

a large majority of the principals the greatest problens in

the pupil transportation situation are:

(1) 'lose arising

because 01* bad roads which greatly hinder uupil transporta

tion; (2) To keep buses in satisfactory running order; (3)
To care for early arrivals and those who must remain late;

(4) Problems arising from crowded buses; (?) Problems grow

ing out of the long school day required of many of the transporteted pupils in order to meet thie bus schedules.

There

were other problems mentioned frequently resulting from dis

i
!

I

cipline on buses and parents complaint and to arranging bus
schedules to meet school programs of both elementary and

secondary schools served by the various bus routes.

«

i
J
J

3!

;l

II
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Tfce bus situation,

A majority of principals report-

ed the transportation situation and the pupil-bus driver
relationship to be satisfactory.

Only 26 Bd
d rops" ou> of a

total of 364 were because of discouragement due to

day

r
iI
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and hardships bus pupils have.

The other 338 were reported

to have gone into the Army or into industry.
Several of the principals were of the opinion that
the quality of service could be Improved through greater
care in planning routes and schedule making, that better ser

vice could be secured by making merit the basis for select-

ing the bus driver, and that the situation on the bus could
be improved through the employment of drivers who were better qualified to deal with young people.

1 he majority of

the principals favored the certification of school bus driv
ers en the basis of a definite program of training plus the

qualifications required now by the authority of state agen

cies .
Situation at schools "-'here pupils wait.

Ihe reports

of the principals show that in 51.6 per cent of the schools
the pupils were not required to stay on the premises when

they came before school, and that the same freedom was permitted in 48.6 per cent of the schools in the period from
the time school was over until the time for the last bus to

run.

Five hundred and eighteen principals placed a ban on

pupils going to beer parlors and poolrooms during the peri

ods pupils were forced to wait before and 2f+«»r school.
Classrooms were more frequently used than any other
rooms to receive the waiting pupils.

Study halls came next

I

11
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in order of frequency, while only one hundred and fifty-six
principals stated that libraries were open for use by the

waiting pupils.

Teachers were present as supervisors in a

majority cf the cases* Very few disciplinary problems

were reported by the principals*
.II. RECOIT’EHDATIOIS

She following recommendations are made in the hope
that they t’say tend to emphasise the need for further study
of the problem; to the end that the pupils may

given

safe, efficient, and effective transportation services,

without having to pay too dearly in terns of their tine

and energy for such service.
It is recommended that state and local agencies

provide sufficient funds to support adequate, safe, and

economical transportation for all pupils who should bo
transported to school;
That a professionally trained director cf pupil

transportation be employed by the counties;

That uniform standards of design and construction
of buses be provided, Baking possible quantity production
and, consequently, a be'ter price on such standard equipnent;
'ahat financial and administrative plans provide

1C4

for the wholesale purchase of buses through a state agency,
which v/ould result in eccnooies in buying equipeent*
Xh£

.situation* In order to inprove the quality

of the transportation service it is reoormnded thati

Careful plans bo rad© for pupil transportation;
5‘hat the route be napped end the inforaatlon conearning the niwiber, age, grade end location of tie pupils

eligible for transportation be secured in order that trar.sportetion equipment my be purchased as wisely end econo 1-

ctiHy as possibles
‘.shat a mp of routes be mde which will shew the
type of roads and ths hasavda to he net.

ihet bus routes should be planned and bus schedules
made so as to provide for the best service possible to the

pupils;

1hat the safety, health, cccfort, and eo-venlence
of the pupils be given first consideration in establishIng school transportation service;

jhat routes be revised durifig the year to take ec-

count of any shifts in the population, changes in the conditions of the roads, bridges, etc;

thst safety corasdttees or parols be appointed by
tie principals end bus drivers to protest children from

traffic hazards while assembling at bus stop end to sharr

j
■1

i
1

io?

in the responsibilities of the driver for the safety of all
pupils transported.

*
i

4

1

bus drivers*

The bus driver is the most impor

tant person in the whole transportation system. He should

be well qualified by character, habits, temperament, skills,

and training for the service he renders. Therefore the fol

lowing recommendations are madei

1
1
I

That nil school bus drivers be required to have cer
tificates which are issued by the county boards under the
authority delegated from the State Department of Education*

The requirements for the bus driver’s certificate would
cover two fieldst
■

1. The requirements should include those items con

cerning the qualifications of school bus drivers

included in the rules and regulations of the
4

state board of education and published in co

I

operation with the state road commission and the
state department of safety, and those items in
cluded in the code relative to bus driver quan
ficatlons, such a si

ta) Age not less than twenty-one nor more than
years;
(b) Physical examination twice yearly to deter-

mine physical fitness;

!
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(c) Zlinimuu of experience in driving buses or
trucks;

(d) ability to drive bus safely and efficiently
(e) A thorough knowledge of transportation laws

and driving practices; determined by tests
written, oral, and an actual driving test;
(•.) Knowledge of safety practices and first aid;

(g) Good moral character, thoroughly reliable,
and of good repute;

(h) h'ust not use intoxicating liquors, use tobacco

on the bus or school grounds, and must refrain
from the use of profane or indecent language.

2. The requirements should include items concerning
general scholastic training ahd training which

should enable the bus driver to deal more succesrfully with the pupils in his care. The bus driver

should be at le- st a high school graduate ord

should be required to have a minimum of training
in such subjects as pupil management, psychology,

and auto mechanics.
It is further recommended that the special training
should be given in short courses or in bus driver institutes,
without cost to the driver, and that “training in service"

should be required by each co nty board. '? he State Tepart-
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ment should act as a clearing house for information which

bus drivers should have. Such information to be sent to
the county superintendent or county transportation offi

cials should be passed on to the drivers in the form of
a mimeographed magazine for bus drivers.
Salary and tenure. '

It is recommended that the sal

aries for bus drivers be made commensurate with the ser
vices required and bus drivers contracts be made continu-

ing contracts under the provisions of the Tenure Law.
!

I

It

Such contracts to be subject to the physical examination,

continued good habits and character, and driving effec

tiveness.

It is further recommended that employment of

bus drivers be on a basis of merit.
i

guildlng open to waiting pupils.

It is reco mend

ed that all buildings be open to receive the pupils when
the buses arrive in the mornings and that they remain open

until the last bus runs after school. A teacher or teach-

ers should be on duty to supervise the pupils from the

time of their arrival at school until the time of their
departure from school
It is further recommended that the pupils be re

quired to remain on the school grounds during the periods
they must wait before and after school.

ICf
All students should provide a supervised library

study hall for the pupils who are forced to wait.

They

should have the opportunity of using the library if they
1

i

wish to prepare lessons for the following day.

This would

help to eliminate the necessity for much home work end the
necessity of carrying books back and forth on crowded buses.
i

III. PROGRAMS RFCCMTITED
Three plans are proposed to improve the situation

with respect to providing worth-while programs for the pu
■

5

i!

pils who are forced to wait before and after the regular
school hours in order to meet transportation schedules.

i€

i

fl

The stagKer schedule r-lan.

The first plan propos-

ed is an attempt to reduce the length of the periods pupils
must wait through increasing the length of the school day

two class periods and staggering the class schedules so as
to provide class programs for those who arrive an hour early

I

and must stay an hour later than the regular schedule provided.

However9 increasing the length of time school is in

session does not increase the length of the day for the pu-

pils.

For example, imagine a school which includes the aver

age situation in the seven hundred and one schools studied.
The school would enroll approximately 2?0 pupils.

About

half or two tlilrds cf these pupils would be transported for

I
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an average distance of eight miles. Three buses would be

in use, all of which would make two or more trips to serve
the high school and elementary schools within the area, 5he
first trips would bring to the school approximately 90 pu

pils »

Ordinarily these pupils would have to wait while the

buses siake the second trip before their school day could begin.

A like situation would prevail after school while the

first group of pupils was being transported to their homes.
The stagger plan recommended w uld have the school

day begin at 8:00 o’clock for the early arrivals and end at

3»co,

I

Instead of beginning et 9:00 o’clock and closing at

4x00 as in the traditional schedule. V’hile the second bus
trips were being made, school would be in session. The pu-

plls transported on the second trip would begin at 9*00

o’clock and finish at 4x00.

The pupils who walked to s chool

would begin at either at 8x00 or 9*Q0 o’clock as the conven
ience of the school or the pupils required. Pupils present,

f
i

i

but not having classes scheduled at 8:00 o’clock, would be

assigned to the library for study. In this way the length
of the periods which pupils were required to wait at school
would be reduced one class period.
This plan helps but the questionnaire returns shows

that it is not sufficient to relieve the situation in many
cases.

V

• I

i

no

[

It is difficult to use the staggered schedule plan
t

unless the teaching force Is increased, or unless the
school is large enough to necessitate two or more class
sections in each of the required subjects in the state

course of study.
The club, or extra-curricular plan*

Shis plan at-

tempts to provide for the pupils who must wait before and

after school through a well planned end supervised program

of clubs and extra-curricular activities. The library
should be available with a teacher in charge, for those pu-

!
i

pils who wish to study. lhe teachers may be rotated for
duty in the library-study hall.

One difficulty is to have enough clubs to give suf
ficient variety to such a program as to enable it to hold

the interest, of the pupils for five days a week.

A teach-

er with talents in this field is needed to discover pupil

u
!

interests and to organize and supervise the activities.

The periods should be assigned in her teaching schedule as
■

subjects taught♦

That is, if five classes per day is the

normal teaching load she should have two activity periods

and three teaching periods. This plan is best suited for

a school which has a small number of pupils waiting before
and after school.

*

)
1

Ill
The .social activities plan.

The long day with its

drain on the energy of the pupils may be a detriment to
their health, and consequently a detriment to the school.
Non-attendance and truancy tend to originate in situations

where pupils are forced to wait.

The long day resulting

from transportation schedules should be broken up with some
pleasant aspects

ar.d interesting activities.

It is especi

ally r^cGti’Gcnded that each school adopt a plan of social

activities so as to provide a prograe for the pupils who
ere forced to wait at school.

I ■

!

| f
|
I |

I

II

The social activities plan is best fitted for use in
zny situation.

i

!

I

It is flexible enough to be adapted to any

size school , but it is outlined in tills study for a school

that has a considerable number of pupils who must wait be

fore and after school.

A supervised library-study hall is provided, which
is a standing recommendation for all schools where pupils

must wait.

The physical education department would be re-

sponsible for a well organized program cf sports and general

play activities for t hose pupils who wish to play.

Pupil

■

leadership should be used to direct the play activities

under

the guidance of the physical education teachers.
The heart of the program is the social activities

room, which embraces some features of an ’’adult club” adapt
ed to the needs of the pupils who are forced to wait.

She

H.
I

r
5

5
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program in the social activities room would include many
of the activities of any informal gathering.
Impromptu programs for entertainment, such as group

singing, moving pictures, radio, resting, chatting and vis

iting would all be in order at some time or other in the in-

formal social situations provided in the rsocial center11 of

the school.

Dancing may have its place in the general scheme
■

of tilings if the community does not object too strenuously.
This plan requires that three teachers be assigned

to special duty during the waiting periods; namely, the li
brarian, physical education teacher, and a teacher for the

social activities room.

The latter should be especially

well qualified, for the success of the social room depends

upon her ability to enter into the spirit of the situation
and keep the program going.
i-Iany of the recommendations offered above have been
suggested by school men of wide experience who are inter
ested in helping to work out some plan whereby the pupil

transportation program may be made more efficient and ser— ,
viceable to the pupils in K'est Virginia.

In some eases it

may be necessary to select teachers especially trained to

put into operation the programs suggested.

However, there

is no excuse for teachers already on the job falling to do
their best in an effort to provide a suitable program for

all of the pupils.

They owe at least that much to themselves.

; J
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School:

County

I
1. Classification of school: (underline)
Elementary: Six-year, Seven-year, Eight-year, ’’ine-ycar.
Secondary: iwelve-year, Junior High, Senior High, *ouryear High, Six-year High.

2. Enrollment:

3. Number of pupils transported:
4. Number of buses publicly owned and operated:
'■’umber of buses privately owned and operated:

6. Total number of buses used:
7. Humber making more than one trip nom!rg and afternoon

8. Average distance, one way, pupils are transportod:
9. Greatest distance, one way, pupils are transported:
10. Do the same buses transport elementary and secondary
pupils on same trip:
”o____
1. to your school?
Yes
No___
2» to other schools along the route?Yes

I

II

■' I

1. lice of arrival of first bus:
2. Time last bus leaves in afternoon:

3* Time of first classes: ..

I

4. Time of last classes:

5. :Is the building open to receive the early transported
9
pupils?

Yes

£. Are they required to come Into the bulldin
yes

on arrival?
No___

7. Are they free to go as they please in the community:
1. Before class tirae?
Yes
No
2. After school is out and before
Yes
No
bus time?

I

<
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8. Do you forbid then to go to business establishments,
such ass
1. Stores?
Yes.
q,
Yes’
restaurants?
yn
3- ’ lu re beer is sold
les
Vo
Movies
’ q
Yeq
5» Fool rooms?
Yes
:d
c# If so, did you n*et any active opposition from these
placesi
Les
Ko

III

1. TThat rooms are open to receive early arrivals?
Auditorium
Study tin 11
Idbrary
Classroom
La box’©? ory
.shop
Gy<ni asiua

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
les
Yes

"o
T’q
Do
o.

’?o‘

Yes

'o

Y©S.
Yes.

l'es2

Yes.
Yes”
Yes.
Yes,

.”o
•’o

?.o
JA
c

’■'<3

In the rooms checked above is th re usually a teacher in
charge? (Please check answer in r st two columns c.bovc}.
•s

■

Is a teacher required, to be on duty until the Inst ? us
leaves?
>.e a
. Hc

|
'>

I

IV

1« Is there a special progra1-.- provided for transported
pupilss
;o
. If so, briefly wist
1. Early arrivals Yes,;
**.

«

Those who must wait efter school? Yes.

”c

2. Do you feel a need for sone program for the transported
;-o io___ _
pupils?
’es_____
.

3* nEct do you suggest for then? „
Do?/ cicny pun Ils drooped out of school during the past
Hon-transported
months Transported?Transported?

5. Lkw many of the transported "drops” were the results of
ard hardships Luciseouragecent because of
pupils hyve? __________ „_______
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6. Comment briefly on answer above:.

V
1. Is your transportation ■ituation satisfactory?
Yes

T’o

2. Is your punil and bus driver relationship satisfactory?
Yes_____ Ho____

3. Comment on answers above;
4. How many disciplinary problems since school started this
year have originated in this relationship:

Briefly describe and tell ho^ handled:

5. Ehat is your greatest problem in connection with the
transportation situation?
6. In addition to safety and first aid Instruction new re
quired, end. provided that salary increases to finance it
be granted, would you favor requiring bus drivers to
take courses in such subjects as;
pupil iianageaent
Pupil Accounting
Psychology
Auto .Mechanics

Yes
Yes
Yes'
Yes

i

Ho
l’o
?’o

No

7. What other courses would you suggest?

8, Do you favor a continuation of the Inspection and supervision by the Department of Public Safety as administer
ed by the State Police?
Yes"c
9. Do you favor certification of bus drivers or. the basis
of some such requirement as suggested in the questions
above?
Yes
o
i

10. Would you favo’* including bus drivers in the provisions
of the ienure naw as it applies to the teachers and
other employees of the school boards? Yes
No.,,

Please make any comments end suggestions ‘that you will.
Anything you may write will be deeply appreciated.

11
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(COPY)
State of West Virginia
DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION
Charleston

W. W. Trent
State Superintendent

F. Ray Power
Assistant State Superintendent

January 1, 194-3.

i!

Mr. H. L. Clay, Jr.
Milton
West Virginia
Dear Mr. Clay:

I have your letter of December 11, and have
collected the data you desire.

,i|

The information you requested is on the at
tached sheet.

Sincerely yours,

F. Ray Power
Assistant State supt.

t

t

1. Approximate number of pupils transported in 1941-42... .132,886
2. Amount spent for pupil transportation in 1941-42.. .$2,142,943.40
3. Total school budget for 1941-42 ...$29,000,000.00 (Approximate)

ji
i i

2. Total current operating expensesCapital Outlay New Buses
$454,998.56
Bus repairing
equipment
2,796.74

$457,79^.30
Total transportation costs 1941-42

$1,685,148.10

457.795.30
$2,142,943.40
ht
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